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Exectrtive Summary of the USMES Student Study*

The USMES. Student Study examined a number ofeffects of the USMES
program on students. The specific issues selected,for study were suggested
by a subS-tantial body of past research and by:the USMES staffs desire to
provide developers and users ofUSMES units with useful new information
On the program's impact under a variety of conditions, as wellas with
prototype diagnostic instruments.

Methods :r

To measure student problem-solving.skills and strategies the USMES-
staff develdped a consumer product research problem (called the Pencil
Problem) that would enable them to look at a few key indicators:

1. Does the student consider the possible importance of many
factors, like product performance, durability, and cost?

2. Does the student systematically perform experiments and dol-
lect'useful information?

3. When advising others about the product, does the student
present relevant information in effective ways?

*Copies of the final report of the Student Study are available; from the
_USMES Office at Education Development Center. r



'Tfie Pencil Problem asks students, in groups of three, to examine six brands
of pencils andredOmmend which brand their principal should buy. Students
are then qUestioned about their approaches toward solving the problem and
observed while they try the pencils. A similar, 'though shorter, proCess is
repeated using erasers. Students' verbal and written responses are recorded

. and later coded.

This consumer product research setting seemed: to,offer a realistic
small-scale. problem as well -as a useful source of observations about the
students. The potential richness of observationssuggqsted that.:the instru-

- mentmight be suitable fob dii4n6i'ELeuse.by .USMES classroom teachers-.

- :

TomeaSure student attitudes, the USMES staff developed a three-page
multiplejrchoice Questionnaire on Attitudes Toward Real problem Solving (QARPS)
to-assess three broad types ofstudent attitudes:

1. Attitudes toward working on-real problems and producing
effective solutions

2. Attitudes toward the group interaction involved in real
Problem solving

Atti.tudes toward a number,of specific problem-solving
activities.

..-j
The OARPS also included a section only for students with USMES experience,
covering their attitude's toward USMES as a school program/

The student sample came from twenty-four classes in four elementary
.schools. that differ in size,and composition of student., bodies, and in the
,...nature of their surrounding communities (see-Table below). All USMES classes
above the first grade were included, as well as a number of comparison
classes that were not doing USMES-at the time. Classes'chosen-for compari-
*son were those judged,by school principals asjaost equivalehttO the USMES
classes in grade level, student ability level, and teacher's experience.

The QARPSwas administered to all studentS.in aIl sample claSses; the
Pencil.Problem,was administered to a randOM sample of students in each class.

!The USMES classes included in the -study had used d,wide variety of
'pub ished usmEs.ulaits as well as several locally-developed units.

Three meMbert of.the USMES research.staffvisited each school during
April. and May 1977 to administer the QARPS and the' Pencil.Problem. A proce-
dureWas deVised to ensure that,.in,administering the Pencil PrOblem to a
group of students they. would not know:What class the studentS had come from.

, This. helped rule out biased observation or conversational tone.

Results-and Conclusions,
. 0

I .0
''. 0

The mean scores-of the USMES studeritS were.-higherthan those of the
comparison students on virtually every major outcome. However, these dif-
ferences'were only statistically_ significant on some of the.outcomes. The
effects Of USMES were generally small, compared to the effeCts,of SchOol,

. Grade, and Achievement Level.;
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHOOLS
(Ali* figures are approximate)

111

A B C

Number of Students
in School 300 800 700 1,600

Geographic-
Region , e Mid-central SouthweSt North-central Southeast.

Community
Population, 50,000 1.5 miftion 25,000. 650,000

Community ,Type Small city Large city. 'Suburb Large city.

Surrounding*
Neighborhood

Expensive Inexpensive
houses &, houses &
university- shopping

center

Moderate to
,expensive
houses &
apartments

mop )
Moderate
houses

Racial/Ethnic
Composition

99% white 49% Spanish 99% white 98% Black,
1% Asian, surnamed 1% Black & 2% white,

Black 49% white, Spanish Spanish
2% Black',

Asian,
Native

surnamed surnamed,
other

American'

Because of the small, and uneven effects of different amounts of USMES
experience, a linear regression analysis showed only moderate statistical
signifidance for Amount of USMES on four of the six majo4oUtcoms and poor
significance levels on'the other-two outcomes. One of the statistically

0significant regression resultSwas.negative: the other three were positive.

; The effects of Amount...of USMES were most pronounced in a few Settings,.
such as School D. In that..school,-thecomparison group scored the lowest of
all'four comparison groups on the three. Pencil Problem outcomes. Yet, the
USMES group which had received a substantial amount of USMES experience in
School D scored the highest_Of all four. schools' "substantial USMES" groups
on two of the three outcomes and second-highest on the other. Similar effects
of Amount of USMES were found in the 6th grade (however, since many of the 6th'
graders in the sample came from School D, the 6th grade and School D results
May be related).

The motivational effects o! USMES did not seem to be so localized. The
* responses to questions directed at students with USMES experience confirmed
once again a repeated finding: the great majority of USMES students enjoy
USMES work, find it important, and would like to do more. This finding
appeared to`be true in all the schools and at all grade levels.
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Several.factors seemed to account for the difference between motivational
and problem-solving effects of USMS. El4dently, "little" amounts of USMES
,(USMES.-experience in the past only, or less than 20 hOurs of USMES in the
current school year with no past experience) produped inconsistent results.
SUbstantial amounts of USMES experience--including amounts greater than the
26 hours which defined "substantial" in the Student Study--may be necessary
for consistent,'significant problem7solving results.

The specific activities done in'an USMES class may also be\crucial. the
USMES School StudyA found evidente that opportunities for skill development\
were often closely associated With the-occurrente of serious investigations
of data, extended' discussions among students, and other recomMendedUSMES
activities. Furthermore, in the Student Study the "substantial" Amount of
USMES group appeared to have engaged in significantly higher levels'of many
recommended activities than,the "little" Amount of USMES grou4p, and the
"savtantial" group produced the most consistently positive results.

In addition, the surprisingly large effects of School (WhiL included
some community differences in, the Student Study), Grade, and Achievement. Level
suggested that all of these factors made\important contributions to th
impact of USMES experience.

. c

Finally, the influence of the school administration appeared to be cru-
cial. :In School B, USMES had.its most pos,i-tVe effect On attitudes, and in
School ,D USMES had its most positive-effect on prp;blem-solving skills. In

each school, these were the-outcomes that the principal of the-school desired
most tb promote ee the USMES?..School Study report)., The particular style
of USMES clibsen in each school emphasized the desired outcomes and was success-
ful in improving it.

The results of this study suggested that the choice of USMES7.units (and
the local develooment of units') should be-based on a careful consideration
of the outcomes that would be mostaluable for a particular/S-ChOol and class.
Furthermore, it appeared that individual Students may ecoerience a wide range
of effectS:of'UgMES experience. While virtually all students seem:to enjoy
USMES work, there,,seems to be considerable. variation from student to student
in just what is 'learned. For Consistent, significant results on problem-
solving skills, the Student Study and the USMES School Study siiNestthat
"regular" USMES units of some duration--iiith recommended USMES teaching methods
--should-generally be,.preferred over abbreviated or haphazardly-created Units.

4--;

The QARPS,and the - Pencil Problem seem to be useful instruments for
diagnostic purPoses. The QARPS is easily administered, easily-analyzedY and
shows satisfactory discrimination. The Pencil Problem probe real- problem -

'solvingabilities more deeply than pencil and paper" tests, yet can be
administered and analyzed in pradtical ways.

-

;-.° . . \*
j

A moie'detailed, Summary of the' Student Study's%indings pay be found
on pp. .!72.0177 of-the-St4dent Study report.

. .

. . . i

-*Available from the USMES project office at Education Development Center.
,
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INTRODUCTION

r

The USMES Project conducted three studies in 1976-1977 to learn
more about USMES students, schools, and resource teams. The Student,'
Study examined the USMES program's impact on students' development of

problem'- solving abilities and on their attitudes. A major goal of the

Student Study was to identify conditions affecting the program's im-
pact, including the amount and type of USMES experience students re-

ceived, their schools, grade levels, and scholastic achievement levels.

The gex4eral strategy of the Student Study was to develop instru-
ments for assessing key problem - solving. abilities and attitudes, then
to'administer the instruments in a small number of carefully studidik

schools. This strategy allowed us to study a wide variety of students'
and USMES classes, at the same time 'that we collected fairly extensive

observations about the particular schools; communities, teachers, and

class,activities. _It also enabled us to design' instruments that met
another impoitant criterion-that they be suitable for diagnostic use
by teachers and administrators.

This report covers the major goals', methods, anorfindings of the
Student Study. Only findings on a few key outcomes 'tncl causal factors .

are covered; because of serious time constraints,'we have not attempted
to reach final conclusions but rather to summarize our impressions about

the major findings. The report is intended for use by fenders, school
people, and others interested in the impact of USMES on-students. It is

accompanied by brief technical reports on the instruments used and,an
,appendix showing detailed finding's.

10
4
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The specific issues selectedby.thesUSMES staff for attention in
the Student Study reflecteda numberof.influences k Aimajor influence

.--1--was the substantial body of past research'on U5MES.'C(e.summary-of-that
research listedlisted the following findings:*

411

1:1

"In interviews with outside evaluators, teachers over-
whelming1); reported that USMES was fostering development
of practial problem - solving abilities and social skills
in their students. Furthermore,. the administrators,
teachers, and students who *ere interviewed by Boston.
:iversity personnel in 1975 unanimously agreed that stu-_-

rs enjoyed USMES and looked forward to using it.
1.

"Although inconclusive results were obtained from the
Playground Problem** and the Picnic Problem* *, apparel .y

because of limitations in the instruments themselves,7The
results from the Notebook Problem** showed dramatic gains
in some 4)ecific problem- solving skills for USMES students
in contrast with much less positive results for comparison
students. Further development of instruments to assess
problem-solving abilitios is needed, and efforts in this
direction are being made.

"Assessments of student achievement in reading, mathe-
matical computation, and several other subject areas have
found that USMES students were progressing at least as
rapidly as comparison students. In virtually every study
where differences appeared between USMES and comparison
--groups,kthe trends favored the USMES group. Most of-these

. -differences were small, but they are encouraging and war-ii
rant further investigation.

"Data gathered w'Ith classroom observation scales has shown
that 7_SMES students spend more time in self-directed, active,
and creative behaviors than students in- comparison classes.
USMES students also cenerate more ideas in both large and
small group, discussions.

*See Chapter V of the fourth eition ofthe USMES Guide, tDC, 1976.
**Instruments developed at BoSton University between 1971 and 1975
!to assess problem7solving skills for evaluations of USMES.

(

/
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"All of the available evidence on affective outcomes (from
interviews and questionnaires) suggests that students
find USMES challenging and inviting. Moreover, the pro-
gram may have significant positive effects on their ap-
preciation for science."

7

Taken together the findings of past research suggested that further re-
search on student attitudes and problem-solving abilities might be es-
pecially valuable.*

Another major influence on the choice of issues was our desire to
provide useful information. to people involved in the development of. USMES
units. This groupincludes.not only members of the USMES central staff,
their fenders, and their advisors, but also a large number of school
teachers and administrators; trained USMES teachers andadministrators
have always been the primary source of ideas for USMES published units, ,

and they continue to develop additional units fpr local use. For the
benefit of all these people involved in USMES development, it also seemed
important tclearn more about USMES's impact on student attitudes and
problem-solving abilities, under a variety of conditions.

In addition to providing developers and users of USMES with new infor-.
motion, we wanted to provide them with diagnostic-instruments on problem-
solving abilities and attitudes, at leaSt in prototype form. However,
practica3/ constraints meant that we could only expect to develop one instru -,
went on/each outcome.. Hence, our research issues had t8 be measurable, with
a single attitude instrument and a single problem-solving instrtment, both'
adaptable for use by others.

While the choice df isbues-"to be examined in the Student Study involved
balancing many concerns, the decision to design the study 'around existing
classes and to rely almost entirely on data collected near the end of the
school year was a less complicated one: we had no practical alternative.
Time and budget constraints required us to study classes which were already
committed to their 1976-1977 instructional programs before we contacted
them. Furthermore, the time needed for instrument deyelopment prevented
us from colle6ting research data with the instruments until the spring of
1977.

However, we believed that the limitations imposed by such a research
design would not prevent us from gathering useful information., 1Stcause we
believed we could overcome many of the-limitations of the design. For ex-

, ample, we believed that we could locate groups. students who were essen-
comparable except for their use (or non-use of USMES. Furthermore,

we believed that we could collect information other than pre-teSt scores,
(e.g., recent achievement test scares) which would bear upon the compara-
bility of students receiving different amounts bf USMES. Finally, we knew

-

*A-reanalysis by the USMES research staff of the Boston University study
of USMES and "basic skills" has shown th't fUrther research in this area.
-.is also needed. See Appendix I.
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that 'we could. restrict our'interpretations 'of Student Study data in ac-ft
cordance with the limitations imposed on the study. In general, we. tooka.position which we believe isIsimilar.to,that-of.DOnald Campbell ane,-

. ,.

Julian Stanley when they wrote:

"From the standpoint of,the'fikal interpretation of an
experiment... every eXpe iMentiS imperfect. (The
experimenter) should seek isdt those artificial and-

. natural laboratories whic rovidCthe Vest,oPPortiani-

.

ties for control. But beyond that: he ihould.go ahead
with the experiment:anderp*etation, fully'aware. of
the points on which the *Plats aresequivecal.

- _

Our.decision-to conduct the Student Stilt:1y in only four schools, and
- the selection of the particular.SChOols in the gtuay,,was dibtated. a
number of requirements,: We wanted to-collect a relatively large amount
Of information, about the types of USMES eXperience received by'eadh.USMES
clasS irk the study, through site_Visits, teacher reporfs, and interviews ;.
but dp so,Jwe had tO.restrict the number of schools:. We also wanted

,to work.with schools where we would find' students who had'prioi USMES ex-.
% perience. A'Wide range of student abilities, school types, and surrounding

common ties was also needed, to'help identify conditiOns affecting the,ime
,Aoact of USMES on students. urthermore,.logistical considerations' demanded
that we work with schools having. a relatively 1Wrge number of USMES classes
and schools in .wh h we could conduct a related USMES research study. Fi-
nally; because we ould be asking schools for considerable assistance and,
because time was hart,- we' had to work with schools which were at least
Moderately famillai:sto the USMES central office. We' Were fortunate that
the schools we decided to study -Wre all willing to work with us and were,.
In fact, extraordinarily helpful collaborators throughout the research.

*Campbell, D.T. &Stariley,.J.C. Experimental and quasi- experimental
designs for research. Chicago: Rand McNally & Co., 1966.

?
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VARIABLES STUDIED

.0:

Outcome Variables , i ;
.

. .,-,
SinCe problemtsolving'skills and strategies are a central concern of

USMES; a major fooUs7of the Student Study was on the outcomes. There
are serious probiemS in'asseEsing students'problem-s wing abilities
however. One is the absence of commercial ?instruments ormeasuring the
_kinds of problem-solving abilities which USMES tries to foster., Another_
is'the,length of time it takes to solve a rea pkobleM. USMES cl4sses
usually work for a number of weeks on a singlfi problem andit'is dif-
ficult to imagine a group of students working Meaningfully through all
the stages of real problem solving 4,i_n less than several hours.1To assess

, a student's performance in alItthe stages of real problem solving would
:-. require so much time that only a few studdnts could be assessed. Yet'

our desire 'to study students with a wide variety of USMS experiences
(and comparable students with no USMES experiencej_meant that we had to
assess a relatively large number o'f:Students.

To resolve.this dilemma, we d ided to focus on only a few key indica-
tors of'students'problem-solving abilities, Our decisio'was based on the
belief that important skills and strategies used during at least'some stages
of real problem' solving could be systematically observed in a reasonable
amount of time. While such-dbiervations would not constitute arcomplete
measure- of real problem solving 'competence, they would provide useful infor-

nation about the level.of students' problemrsolving development. This view

had been supported by the USMES Planning Committee's Evaluation Panel,
which:stated:

,,..

"The Panel held...hoPe for the feasibIeity of developing \measures of 'indicators.' Indicators were understood to .,
.., mean abilities or characteristics that_presumably would.

accompany the (growth%of prdblemrsolving ability. Such
indicators can' be looked upon as desirable in themselves

..

-- as well as indicators of problem-solving ability."* .

The problem - solving indicators on which, the Student Study focused,in-

clud the following:

A.. ;While working on a consumer product research problem,,
does the-student consider the poSsible importance of's.
many factors, like the product's performance, durability,
and cost, or does the studerrtvverIook;many of the factors?

*GuidelinesWAar Evaluation of USMESOutcomes, EDC, 1975:

)14
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2. In the 'same setting, does, the'Student--try. to 'System-. t-.

atically collect Information tha.eifleirablit:and-="'
.

'
- '".useful? .,

: -',. : i4: ''',- -'. -

X. When advising others Abouteliprodiact investigated,"
.

does the studentpresentreleyant-information in ef.

fecti4e ways?
*-

These problem-solvpig indicators were selected because they seemed to

Include outcomes, that were of central,_ `c to USMES and.mere rea-
sonably feasible.to assess.. Furthermore,,,,the consuMer product research
setting seemed to offer a realistic, VE problim for students

as well as a rich source of observations,,.about students The richness .

of potential observations also made/them suite ]e for diagnostic use
by USMES classroom teachers. .

-Problem-solving skills.dnd- stratqgies,viers'not;.the only outcomesof
concern in the Student.Study The other-Jataldr,f6y#:6f:the Student Study

was student attitudes;:becauSe sOmeThiif,the, Otpimpoi-eant USMES goals
involve relatively,stbtle changes in attitudesi:%,76i. example, USMES ex-.

perience is expected to.foster a sense ofcon4dincein students about
their capaCityfor finding. good solutionS'tpieal problems and for *pie-.
Meriting their solutions. ',Furthermore, USMES experience' is expected to .

promote,a positive attitude toward workin4:with 44e.E students in real

problem solving. .

To decide which attitUdes were most iMp4rtant'for the Student. Study,

' the USMES staff revigwed.a number of instrgmtents,-de'vel4led forprevious

research on USMES and on othercurriculd.. In additiok,-bOth,the USMES

staff and a Ekm;tson. University USMESevaluation:teiliqa6 cbMpletedearlier
reviews of several commdrcirallyavailabledattitudestruhierits. None of

these reviews located an Lattrument which seemed Ili.Over-am-appropriate

set of attitudes. However, some
)

questionnaire,iteMs,.-Usedin',previous re-

search on the USMES program suggested topics-that migt-,..be2incorporated

in a new questionnaire,

..On the basis of these-reviews, the- USMES-staff decided_t&-deyelopa
student attitude questionnaire for,theStuderrtStudy. It_Wisto.assess
three brOad types of student attitud6,s:

1. attitudes toward working 8Weal
effective solutiond

)

2. attitudes towaYd'thegroup
problep solving

"2..,). attitudes toward a number of
activities -.) ..

proble and producimg'
.

In addition, the Oestionnaire was to

with USMES experience, covering their
progr4m they had taken part in.

erection involved-in real

specific probleM7-solviT#g

.

include a section oAlkyor students
attitudes toward'USMS.as a school

. k
g
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Independent Variables

r A central concern in the Student Study was to examine the impact ofi.
varying amounts Of USMES experience. ConsequentAT,.we viewed "amount of

1

'USMES (both the extent of a student's USMES experience this.year, if any,
and whether or not the student had prior USMES experience) as a key'in-:
"der*.nderit variable. After examining reports of actual USMESt'use this
year, we decided to divide ,''amount sX,USMES" into three broad levels:

1. "-none": no USMES experiencepast or present
,

2. "little":. either USMES experience:in-the past alone,
or up to 20 hours of USMES, this year(but none in the ;,past), e.

3. "subseantial": either -USMES experience iri the past as
well as-the present, or over 20, hours of WSMESthiS year
(with or without past USMES)

o 0

Other' independent Iviables given high-priority for .study included
school (i.e.,'the four Zifferent'schoOIS in the study) and grade level.
These two independent variables seemed important both for identifying
conditionsaffecting-the impact of USMES and for statistical "control "
of the findings.

For the same reasons two additional independent variables were
identified for study, but they were given.lower priority. because -of dif-
ficulties in lved in measuring them. These two variables were achieve-
ment test scor s and "type of USMES."

,

Achievemen test data were difficult to analyze, because the four
schools of the tudy'used,a number of different achievement tests, admin-
istered at different times of the year, and scored in different ways
local percentiles versus national grade-equivalents). VOr our purposes,
we could- not-.justify asking students and schools to-submit to a spe&ial
round of achievement, testing just for the USMES Student Study; hence, we
opted to use only achievement data the schools were routinely collecting
and to analyze it cautiously. Ultimately; we only attempted to collect,
achievement data for the relatively small number of- students tested on
,problem.-solving indicators.

The independent variable, "type of AJSMES'," was intended to be a panel.
rating (by USMES staff members) of USMES activities in the USMES classes
Of the study along several dimensiqns. Over the course of'-the past year,
we experimented 4lith a number of possible rating dimensions, but none
seemed simultaneously 'easy to code and quantitatively related to even the
most obvious Student outcomes. Consequently, we 'eveAtuallydecidednot
toattempt a 'quantitative analysis of "type of- USMES," but rather to use
the infOrmaticiii about USMES class -activitiel0 as an, informal aid iri inter-
preting findings on other variables. .

r



INSTRUMENTS AND .OTHER DATA SOURCES

."

-The,main instrument for measuring problem- solving indicators was.
the Pencil Problem*, which was-developed.for the Student Study. The ,

Pencil Problem asks students, in grouPS of three, to, look over six

brands offsencils and to recommend which brand their principal should

buy for students to use. The students know that their,principal.really.4,,.
will buy $10.00 worth ofpencils based on their recommendations.. Stu-

dents,are asked" several questions about theirs:approaches toward solving :

the'prOblem and. the reasons for thetr choice, and they are systebatipally

observed while they try-the pencils. Students are alsO asked to look
4- over fiVe brands of erasers, under similar conditions, and to tell how

they Yriould.choose an eraser if they had time. Their responses td'the
questions are tape7reCorded, and they are also asked to make written

recommendations to their principal about their choice of pencils. The

verbal and written responSes are coded with checklists that cover the

-essential phrases of virtually all common responses. 'Scores on a'number

of problem - solving indicators, such as considering Most of, the Important

information about each alternative, can'be derived from the codes. .A

more complete description,of the Pencil Problem is given in the accompany-
ing Technical Report.on the Pencil Problem":

Students attitudes were assessed with the Questionnaire on 'Attitudes

toward. Real Problem Solving (QARPS), which was also developed for the

Student Study. The QARPS is a three -page,.multiple -choice:questionnaire
with two sections. The first section, with 20 items, is for both USMES

students.and students with.no USMES experience. The second section (On a

separate page) Lsonly'for,USMES students.; it contains nine attitude items

about-the USMES program and a checklist about'exPeriences thestudents may

have had while. doing USMES work. A more'complete description of the QARPS

is contained in the-accompanying'Technica/ Report on the Questionnaire
on Attitudes Toward Real Problem Solving;

Information on -studentst-USIO experience wa:\:obtained froM: several

sources. For students in USMES clasdes--this year, weekly teacher eports
(or interviews with teachers who were unable_to send'reports) provided in-

formation abqut the amount.Of timestudents spent on USMES andythe nature

Of their activities during USMES time` The report and interview. forms

.were, developed on the basis, of several years' experience wip.USMES.te'acher'

-logs of class activities. The.questions'on the forms were designed to pro -.

vide information on the critical aspects of the students' USMES' experience.

Sampleasof the teacher report and interview forms are included in Appendix

J. The amount of USMES experienCe a:student had this year was calculated
(in hours) on the basis of each class's total USMES work for the year.
In addition, each schoof'provided information about whether.a. student

*The. Pencil Problem also includes a short "eraser problem"

17much longer !:pencil prolilem."

as well as a
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had done USMZS work in past years. ,Thus, the research data inCluded the

amount of USNES experience this year (if any) for every class in our

sample and also whether or .not each s ent in the sample had done USMES

in the paSt.i

Achieveient test data came from different tests in different schools.

,Two,,schools used the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, one used the SRA Assesi-

ment Su.rvey Achievement Series, Multilevel Edition, and one used the

Metropolitan Achievement Tests. The only. common reporting format for;

achievement scores, among the foUr schools,' was national'grade7equivalents..

We recognized that grade7eguivalentS are hazardous data in general, and

especially when they come from different tests. However; we decided to

use the available grade-equivalent data, and to interpret them cautiously,

rather than to ignore achievement levels. entirely.

t

o.
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SAMPLE'

The sample f students in the Student Study came frbm:four very dif-
ferent elementafy schools. Some key characteristics of the four. schools -

are indicated in Table 1. As indicated:in the table, the.schools differ
not only in the size and:composition of their student bodies, but. also in
the nature of the communities in which they are 16cated.

All USMES classes in the four schools, above the firstlrade,.were
Included inthe Student Study. (Kindergarten and first grade classes were
not included, because our instruments were not appropriate for very young
students:7) In addition, a number of comparison classes, which were not
doing. USMES this year were included. Since we were primarily interested
in USMES classes which-appeared from teacher reports to have-done signif-
.icant amounts (at least 20 hours) of USMES this year,,we tried to include
comparison classes which were most equivalent to the relatiVely active
USN= classes'. To select the comparison classes:, we provided each prin---
cipal'with'd list of the active USMES teachers and asked the principa4s to
identify, for each of these classes, a comparison class which had not done
any IJSMES this year and was similar in terms of grade level, ability level
of students, and experience of .teachr.., Occasionally, there were no com-
parison classes available at appropriate grade levels, and in those cases,
a class at the closest grade level was selected. -The'distribUtion of USMES.,
and comparison classes in the Student Study, by school and grade level,
is shown in.Table 2.

As shown In the table, the practical limitations of availability of
classes resulted in (1) differencesin the glade -level distributions from
school to school and (,). ithin some. schools a mild imbalance of grade
levels between the USMES d compariAson grpups. ,Furthermore, our evidence-
about the comparability of USMES and comparison schools 54 limited to the
principals'.judgments (and some students' achievement test scores). These
restrictions our ability to rule out some challenges to out findings
and to generalize from the findings. Nonetheless, we believe that the set
of classes'in the, Student Study represented an informative diversity of
USMES_ experiences and the best.availabIe sources of comparison data,

- The QARPS was'administered to each of the classes recorded in Table 2.
The Pencil Problem-, however; was administered to only a sample of the
students in each class, because the Pencil Problem could be administered
to oily three. students at a time. (The QARPS was administered to a whole
class at a'time.) The selection of a Pencil i,roblem sample from each class
went through five stages:

1.9.



.TABLE 1,

CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHOOLS

figures are appro4mate)

.t;

.

.

A B C

.

,D

Number. of Students in

School 300

,./

800 700

,

.

1,600
. ,:f...

,,k

Geographic Region

.

Mid-central Southwest liorth-centrai

. .

.
,

Southeast

Community Population 50,000 1.5 million 25,000

.

650,000

,

Community Type Small

. .

Large city Suburb

_.

Large city

Surrounding Neighborhood

,.

Expensive houses

and university

Inexpensive.
r

houses and shop-

ping center .

Moderate to ex-

peniive houses

and apartments

.

Moderate, houses

.

Racial /Ethnic Composition

of School.

.

99% white

1T'Agkahl Black

49% Spanish sup-

named

49% white

2% Black, Asian,

Native Ameri-

can

.

99% white

1% Black and

Spanish sur-

'named.

,

.

.98% Black

'2% white,

' Spanish sur-

named, other

20



TABLE 2

,DISTRIBUTION OF USES'AND COMPARISON CLASSES TN,STUDENT STUDY

Grade

Level

SCHOOL A' SCHOOL B SCHOOL C ' 'SCHOOL D TOTAL

USMES

Classes

Comparison

Classes

USMES

Classes

Con arison

Classes

USMES'

Classes

Conpariso

Classes

JISMES

Classes

Compariso

Classes

USMES

Classes

Comparison

Classes

1

,

1

2-3

,

3 , 2

3-4

,

. '

3

4-6 4.. 1
4 1

5 l 1

,

1 2 3 1

.

g 4_
.

5-6 .

1 ,

.

1

6 2

,

, 1 5 1

TOTAL 6 3. 7 4 3 4 8 3 24 14

21
hi
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1. Students who had, participated in the field-testing of
the Pencil Problem in the fall Of 1976 were excluded.*

2. The remaining students were divided into two sections:
thosewhO had participated in USMES befoie the 1976-1977
school year and those who had not. _(There were'studerits
with past USMES experience in many comparison classes, as
well as many USMES classes.) The schools provided infor-
mation about past USMES experience for students in each
class-.of the sample.

3. If a class contained more than one grade level (e.g., a
combination of second and third-grade students), three
students were chosen at random (using a calculator program
to generate random numbers) from each grade level, in each
class section (past/no past USMES experience). Each oup
of three students so chosen was administered the Penc1,1 Problem
as a group. If'there were less than three students available
in any category (e.g., "third grade, no past USMES experience"),
then that category-was dropped for that class; dropping of
such categories Was necessary to ensure that the Pencil Prob-
lem was always administered to homogeneous groups.of three
students.

4. If a class, contained only one grade level, two groups of three
students each were chosen at random from each section of the
class. Each group of three students was administered the
PenCil ProbleM together. There was,oneexception to this
rule: USMES classes which appeared to have been relatively'
inactive (i.e./ whose teachers had reported doing less than 20
hours of USMES this year), we selected only one.group of three .)(

students from each section.** Again, if there were too few.
..

astudents available to form a complete group of.three students in
any category, we avoided forming groups with less than three
students (e.g., if only five students were available in 'a_
category from-which we intended to form two groups; only one
group was formed instead).

*In the pretesting, only USMES classes (or classes expected to doLUSMES)
had,been involved. Sincerthe-pre-test experience could have significantly

. affectedstudents' performance on the spring Pencil Problem, and since
-almost all of the affected students would have been in USMES classes (dis-
regarding the few classes expected to do USMES which' actually did: no USMES
this year), to have included these students would have meant introducing
a potentially serious bias into the spring data. Excluding. these students
reduced the available number of students in most USMES classes by up to
six students. On the average, less than 15% of the students in USMES
classes and less than5% of the students in comparison classes were
excluded. The excluded students had been chosen by their teachers as
"typical" of their classes. Their exclusion may have caused a mild reduc-''
.tion.in the representativeness of the sample, from USMES.classes especially,
but this loss seemed less hazardous than the potential bias which would
hav resulted from including them..ec f

**SinCela very few classes which appeared to have beenrelaively,ApactiVe
were later found to have been more active thaisk_it had appearechese
classes are underrepresented in overall USMES results. We do. not believe
this problem seriously distorts our-results since it ocUrred:infrequently.

-..::

'2 3
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.41

54- We selected, at random, "standby" students within each cate-
gory as replacements for students who might be absent. When
possible, we selected 50% as many standby students as the
number of students originally selected in.a Category. (This
number proved sufficient in all cases.) J.J.final distribution of Pencil Problem groups (each group containing

three students) is shown in Table 3. Not surprisingly, the distribution
shown in. this table resembles the distribution of classes shown in T ble 2.
Hence, the constraints on generalizing from such a distribution whic were
discussed above apply to Pendil Problem results as well as QABPS results.

24
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TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF PENCIL PROBLEM GROUPS*

,,

St00L A SCHOOL B
A 4

SCHOOL C SCHOOL D. ' TOTAL _

.._

Grade USMES Comparison USMES Comparison USMES Comparison USMES Comparison USMES Comparison

Levels Classes Classes Classes Classes Classes Classes Classei Classes Classes .Classes

,

2 8 .

2-3

4
2

N

. . -

, \...

3-4 ,
.

3 .

1- 8

.4 4 2 3
...

.

.

4-6 11 5

vt

11 5

,
.0, , .

5 3 3 3 6 '7 13 13
.

.

5-6 .
.;./

a
.

4 4

TOTAL 16 13 17 8 12 '' 20 11 61 45

*Each group contains three students.

25
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THE USMES PROGRAM IN .THE STUDENT- STUDY salons-.

Publications of the USMES project have described its program .in the
following ways:

nified Sciences and Mathematici for Elementaty Schools:
te,-.....g:

. thematics and the Natural,-Spcial, and Communications
Sciences in Real Problem Solving (USMES) was formed in re-
sponse to the recommendations of. the 1967 Cambridge Conference
on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the Schools.'
Since its inception in 1970, USMES has been funded by the
National Science roundation.to develop and carry out field
trials of interdisciplinary units centered an-long-range in-
vestigations of real and practical problems (or "challenges")
taken from the local school or coMmunity environment."*.

"Children working on USMES units tackle problems, in getting to.
school; problems ih the classroom, the lunchroom., 'and the
playground; problems in consuming, producing, and advertising
goods; problems in finding the bestwaylN4zarn things, to
make decistors, and to communicate certain kinds of information.

.They'work on real problems like a dangerous 'crosswalk near the
school or classroom furniture that doesn't fit the:students in

-the class....

"USMES engages students:in all aspects of the problem-solving
process: definition of the prOblem;. Obsepvation; measurement;
collection of data; analysisof.data. using graphs, charts,

-.-Hstatistics; discussion; formulation and trial of solutions;:
development and clarification of values; decision making;.wOrk-
ing.with others,-in small.groupi;.andcommtnicating.findings to
others.. In additlon,students-become.morejnquisitive,,note'
critical in their thinking,' and more--ielf=reliant. " **

,USMES classes in the four StudentrStudy schools used a wide variety of
USMES. ptblisheduniti, and several locally-developed units, as'shown in
Table 4. ie

The total amount of-time,devoted.to each USMES unit raged from 4.5
hours to over 100 hours. Most.units_took betWeen.approximatelY 10 and 50
tours. Usually (but not always) all the students in anUSMES class were
involved in USMES

*USMES Guide, EDC, 1976.
"USMES brochure, EDC, 1976.



TABLE 4

bSMES UNITS USED IN STUDENT STUDY scHogLs'

yublished USMES Units
Number of Classes
Whi&h Used Unit'

Advertising

Bicycle Transportation

Consumer Research .

Describing People

Designing for Human Propditions

Design Lab Design

Dice Design

Growing Plants"

Manufacturing

Mass Communications

Orientation P

Planning a Special 0,ccasion

PrAecting Property.

SdhooiNioo

ar.

Using Free Time

Weather Predictions

, Locally _Developed qpits

Number) of Classes
Which Used,, Unit

Keeping Restrooms Clean/

Compiling a Cookbook

Fire Safety

Improving Schdol

Metric Awareness

Chasing a School Mat

SchOlo_l Spirit

Tele rision, Survey

Traffic in School

.

4PP
2 8
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DATA COLMEtTION PROCEDURES

St.

Three members o the USMES research staff visited each of the) four
schools, in turn, during April an9 May 1977. They administered the
QARPS to each class in the sample, readirig the items aloud if-students
had any difficulty in reading the items for themselVes.. The sgpe staff
members administered the Pencil Problem to the set cied groups ofihree,'
students, using a procedure which ensured that adminiStratorsnever kneW,'
at the time Of a Pencil Problem adminisiration,'from which clasi the
threestudents had'come. That procedure was to haveeach administrator's
next group of Pencil problem studgnts be selected (more or less-at random
out of all the remaining groups) and brought to the administration area
by one of the other administrators. We took great painsyto abide by this
procedure, in order to prevent administrators from being biased in their,
observations or in their conversational tone..

ti
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DATA ANALYSIS' METHODS

Data Processing A

. ,

Data! ere entered into computer files and formatted with specially-
developed computer programs which performed a number of verification pro-
cedures to ensure accuracy of the data entry. In additiod, a number of
entries. were spot-checked, and basic cross-distributions were analyzed
to fuither verify the accuracy of data entry. Scaling; recoding, and
statistical calculations-were performed with the computer programs of the
Statistical Package for Social Sc.fences (SPSS), Version 6.

Coding of Outcome Variables
e

For purposes of analysis, students'-respohses on the Pencil Problem
an* QARPS were foded as follows:

1. Pencil Problem: Total.Number of FactorS Considered.
For this outcome variable, students received one point
for egth (of.nine possible) critical factors that they
mentioned in discussing the quality ana cost of pencili
and erasers. The possible factors were (1) how well a
pencil writes, (2) how well a pencil can be sharpened,
(3) how well a pencil erases, (4) the cost-of a .pencil,
(5) the kind of lead in a pencil, (6) the size of a
encil, (7) the strength of a pencil,-,(S) how well an

_eraser erases, and (9) the cost of an eraser. Thelfirst
seven factors (those concerning pencils) might have been
mentioned-at any of three places in the Pencil Problem- -
in response ,to."Hciw will you decide ,on a pencil?" or
"Which pencil do you think (your principal) should buy
and why?" or on the "Advice to principal" sheet. However,
students received no .m e thah one point for,each factor, .

no matter haw many t es they mentioned it.

2. Pencil .Problem: Numb _r of Investigation's Carried Out.
On thivariable, stu ents received one point-for each
pencil they wrote with, one point for each pencil they
sharpened, one point 'for each pencil-they erased with,
and one point'for every other .gind of-investigation (liken
comparing the lengths of pencils) they carried out.

3. Pencil.. Prdblem: Response to "How Would; You Convince Other
Students.That the Pencil You Chose was the Best Ope?"
On this variable, students received one poiht for each pen-
cil.factor they said they would "show other kids" or "tell .

other kids about." In addition, they received gpoint if

V
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they said they would "let other kids try the pencils out Q,
(or the equivalent) And another point if.they said they
would ask other,students for their opinions about pencils.

4. CARPS: AttitItes Toward Working on Real Problems and Producing'
Effective'Solutions.' All the QARPS variables,.including this one,
involved summing students' responsesover several QARPS items.

. The possible responses on each item had be ;coded as. follows j'

(with a few exceptions noted below):

.

' "Agree a lot": +2

"Agree a little": +1

. "Disagree a little": -I

Disagree a,lot": -2

The eight QARPS itemn which the Attitudes Toward Working
on Real Problens variable was based included:

"If kids show that a'change isneeded, then grownups
will goalong."

"I figure out what Ilia going to-do before I start
something."

"Kids usually can't come pp with good ways to solve
piobleths around school." (Coded in reverse, e.g.,
"Disagree a lot" coded +2.)

e "Usually there-is just one way to solve a real life
problem." (Coded in reverse.).

e "I like. to make things better around school."

"I think I am. good at solving reallife problems."

"As soon as.I think of one way to solve a problem,
don't think about other ways.'" (Coded in reverse.)

"I like working on probleths that have more, tkan one
answer.-"

5. QARPS: Attitudes Toward Group Interaction.
This variable was based on the following seven QARPS items:

"I like to work in sthall.groups with other students."

"I like to help decide what we do.in class."

"I like to work by myself." (Coded in reverse.)

".If I think other kids won'tlike my idea, then I
keep quiet about it." -(Coded in reverse.)

. 31
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"I .like to ask queseions."

t like to talk to other students about my ideas."

` "I like to listen to other students talk about their
ideas." .

QAPPS: Attitudes Toward' Specific ProbleM7Solving Activities.
This variable was based .on the following five QARPS items:

q "I like to write about my ideas."

"I like to measure things when it helps solve real like
problems."

"I like to make charts and graphs that shoo* things I
found out:"

"I like to use numbers to ,solve real life problems."

"r like to do surveys.. to find out what other people.,
think."

While these six variables -vere admittedly-Crude composites of students'.'
responses, they al.lowed us to aila;yzea manageably small, relatively cd- .

herent set of outcomes.. Time didsnotpermit'an analysis of the tedhnical
qualities of piese°composite variables, but we believed that they were
logically. related to the six outcomes on which the Student.Studwas.focused.

Stages of Analysis

4
Prior to the' formal analysis of reshlti,' the Pencil Ptoblem data were.

"aggregated" into mean results for each administration group. The adminis-
tration groups were the grouppof three -Students to whom the Pencil ProbleMs
had been administered at once, and.agqregation had the effect'o-producing
one set of 'average scores for each administration group rather 'than one set
of scores for each individual student.

The aggregation:waS necessary to meet.a technical reqireitient of the
statistical'significance tests used in our analysis.' The sighificance tests
Weused*.as'sume:.that each observation, on which the test is based. is "indepen-
&-ent"'Of ther'ObSerVation However,'0 clear _to adminigtratoes of-
the Pencil Problem that the three students in-Teach:administratibn.groupyere
oftenginfIudficed.i>y- the response's of,the:other studentS. in their group.
There seemed to be.no bais for treating individtalstudents' Pencil Problem'
responses -as independent observations, under the.circumstances. Tohave:
done so would have inflated the number of supposedly ind ndent Obtervations,'.1
since there were three'.times as rhany-individualsas grou The inflated
number of obse-rvationi would have PrOduceddartificially frtqtable significance
levels, since the significance tests are. ',strongly affected by the number -.
of observations. Aggregating thePencil-Problem data into administration
group mean scores prevented this problem:

*These were primarily F-tests for,analyses of ,variance and for multiple
regressions.
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For similar reasons, we experimented with a different kind of aggrega-

tion of both QARPS and. Pencil Problem data. For these exzeriments, we
divided each class into two sections: (1) students with dSMES experience
bef6re this year and' (2) students with no USMES experience before this year.
Then we aggregated the data into mean scores for each class section. Our

purpose was to examine. thepossibility that the scores of students with
comparable USMES experience, both this year and in the past, should be treated

as "not independent." In these experiments the.aggregated class section data

produced'results similar to those produced by the original data.. Therefore,
we have not included clasS section results in this report, except for two

samples in Appendices G and H. The complete. results for class sections,

are available from the USMES office at Education Development Center.*

,
Our main analysis of the Student Study data took place in two stages:

(1) 'examination of each outcome variable's apparent relationships with-

each independent variable**, considering just one independent variabll at

a time; and (2) analysis of each...outcome variable's relationships with each
independent; variable ** after' all the other ependent variables were taken

'into effect. The secondstage of analysis e allowances for incidental
relationships among the independent variable , like a disproportionate
number of non-USMES students coming from, certain grade levels.

o

*We also condliCted a sepakate set of analys6s'using a modified coding of,
past* USMES, experience. This coding only applied to students"-who had
indicated (on the cover of the QARPS) a different amount.of past USMES

experience from the amount given in school records. Ultimately, we
opted for using the school records in cases of conflict, to be consistent
with our sagol" g strategy: Howevek, results of this modified coding

are also avail e from the USMES office. .

**A6hievement d ta were used only ,in the second stage of analysis and only
'for'Pencil-, Problem outcomes. 'In these analysei, composite achievement

levels (c ning mathematics and verbal scores), expr4ssed in months.,

..above or b ow grade levelAadjusted for the date of test administration),

. were used. As noted above,-Such data must be interpreted cautiously.
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RESULTS
I

In the first stage of an sis, ewe examined the mean scores of each

outcome variable by amount of SMES (see Table 5).*

TABLE 5-

MEAN SCORES ON EACH OUTCOME VARIABLE BrAMOUNT OF USMES

Outcome Variable

'Amount of USMES

None

PENCIL PROBLEM

Total Number of Factors Considered 3.01

Number of Investigations Carried Out 6.64

Responses to "How Would You Convince
Other Students That the Pencil You 1.03

Chose was the Best One?"

QARPS

Attitudes Toward Working on Real
Problems and Producing Effective 4.11

Solutions

Attitudes _: wa.rd Group,In action . 4.02

Attitudes Toward Specific Problem-
Solving Activities

Little Substantial

3.52 3.35

7.09 6.90

1.19 1.15

2.03 3.01 2.44

Table .5 shows that the mean scores for Substantial amount of USMES

exceeded those for None on all Six. outcomes. Surprisingly, the mean scores

for Little USMES'are the highest of all on four outcomes and the lowest on one.

However, mean scores alone do not show the whole pattern of resultS. For

instance, some differenCes betideen,,mean 'scores are so small as to be statisii-
calfyansignificant, considering the margins of error involved. Table 6 shows

./

*Appendices A-F give more detailed results for-the QARPS.
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the "one standard error confidence intervals" around the mean scores shown
in Table 5. A confidence interval may be interpreted as follows: allowing
for chance errors in s
about two thirds'of
would fall within.thi
fall within an intery

ing and measurement, we can feel confident that
scores we might obtain in similar circumstances

-Also, about 95% ,of these mean scores would
as large (a "two standard error" interval).

A

TABLE 6

ONE STANDARD'ERROR-CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AROUND MEAN SCORES

OutcOme Variables
Amount of USMES

None Little Substantial

PENCIL PROBLEM

2.81 to

des6.01 to

0.85 to

3.21

7.27

1.21

3..25 to

6.27 to

to

3.79

7.91

1.33

3.20 to 3.50

6.43 to 7.36

1.06 to 1.24

Total Number of Factors
Considered

Number of Investigations
Carried Out

Responses to "How Would'You
Convince Other Students
That the Pencil YouChosei
was,the Best One?"
- s-./

Attitudes Toward Working on
Real Problems and Producing 73.80
Effective_SolUtions

to 4.43 3.41 to 4.02 4.94 to 5-34

Attitudes.TowarIroup
. Interaction

3.472 to 4.31

4

4.11 to 4.71- 4190 to 5.3d

Attitudes Toward Specific
Problem-Solving Activities

1.74 to 2.32 2.73 to 3.28 2.26 to 2.62

Table 6 indicates that on all six outcomes there is some "overlap" among'''
the confidence intervals for None, Litt e, and substantial. .Figures 1 through.

. ' 6 show these overlaps ;in gragoliticalifo .2? . .- 7'

,

,Table .6 and- Figure 1 through
dance interval for Substantial Amo
on all the Pencil Problem outcomes
Solving Activitiet. The confidence

that the one standard error confi-
o AISMES actually overlaps that for None

d on Attitudes Toward Specific Problem-
interval for Little overlaps either the

35
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' Confidence Intervals and Means for None (N),

Little (L), and Substantial (S) Amounts of USMES

Q
8.00

;74,0() V.50

3.5b 7.00

71-
3.00 6.50

6.00

N L

Figure 1. -Total Num- Figure 2. Number of

ber of Factors Considered
(Pencil Problem).

5.00

4.50

4.00

3.50
t

N

Figure 4.
Toward Working on
Real Problems and
Rroducing Effective
Solutions (QARPS).

Investigations Carried
Out (Pencil Problem).

5.00

r"\

4.50

4.00

3.50

L a

Attitudes Figure

N L S-.

5. Attitudes
Toward. Group Interaction
(QARPS).

35

1.50

1.00 t
N L. S

Figure 3. 'Responses
to "How Would You Con-
vince Other Students
That the Pencil You
Chose was the Best One?"
(Pencil Problem)

3.00

2.50

24)0

1.50

Figure'6. Attitudes
Toward Speoific Problem-
.aolvilig Activities
(QARPS)..
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None or the Substantial interval on all outcomes except Attitudes Toward

Specific Problem-Solving Activities.*

Table 7 shows that there were some pronounced differences among the

results for the four different schools. It is interesting to note that each

school ranked-first on at leasitone outcome; school D ranked first on

three outcomes.

TABLE 7

MEAN SCORES ON EACH OUTCOME VARIABLE BY'SCHOOL

Outcome Variable/

School

B C D

PENCIL PROBLEM

_3.40(2)

7.3642)

1.00(3)

2.94(4)

5.59(4)

.1.49(1)

3.37(3)

7.85(1)

1.00(3 -)

3.45(1)

6.85(3)

1.02(2)

Total Number of Factors Considered

16.

Number of-Investigations Carried
Out

Responses to "HoK,Would You
ConVince Other Students that
the Pencil You.,Choe was the
Best pne?"

(CARPS r

Attit des Toward/:igorking on
Real Problems and Prdauoing
Effective Solutionsr

AttitiudeS Toward Group
Interaction

Attitudes.Tbward Specific
Problein-Solving Activities

6.16(1) '4.47(2) 3.22(4) 4.42(3)

t

4.87(2) 4.85(3) 2.95(4) 5.46(1)

187(3) 2:67(2) 0.74(4) 3.69(1)

,

Note. NumberS in parentheses show relative- ranks of schools.

.e>

1

j
*An analysis of variance .confirmed what these figures suggest: that the

superiority of Substantial over None i3 only statistically. significant at

the .05 level on two outcomes: Attitudes Toward Working on Real Problems

and Producing Effective. Solutions, and Attitudes Toward Group Intekaction.

Similarly; the differences between Little Amount of USMES and'the other two

Amounts of USMES are only statistically significant on-the outcome Attitudes

Toward Specific Problefi-Solving Activities. (At the .33 significance

level, bOth the Substantial and the Little group alo_scored significantly

better on another outcomeTotal Number of FactoA datidered.)
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Table 8 indicates that there were also noteworthy diffeiences by grade.

However, the pattern of results by grade is more consistent than the pattern

by school: the upper grades produced the highest mean scores on all outcomes,

and the sixth grade ,ranked number one on five of the six outcomes.

TABLE 8

MEAN SCORES ON EACH OUTCOME VARIABLE BY GRADE

Outcome Variable

;;;;CIrPROBLEM

Torta Number of Factors
Considered

Number of Investigations
Carried Out.

Responses to "How Would You'
Convince Other Students
That the Pencil You ChOs
was the Best One?"

QARPS

Attitudes Toward Working on
Real Problems and Producing
Effective Solutions

---
.17

Attitudes Toward Group
Interaction

Attitudes Toward. pecific
eProblem-S loin Activities

1

Grade

2 3 4 5 6

3.13(3) 2.95(4) 3.51(2) 3.13(3) 60(1)

5.67(4) 4.88(5) 6.46(3) 7.66(2) 7.95(1)

1.07(4) 1.05(5) 1.22(1) 1.09(3) 1.16(2)

I

fi

5.96(2) 3.40(5) 4.20(3) 4.19(4) 6.11(1)

4

4.00(4) 3:20(5) 4.33(3) 4.69(2) 6.37(1)

2.15(4) 2.22(3) 2.56(2) 2.06(5) 3.18(1)
L

Note. Numbeis in parentheSes show relative ranks of grade levels.

The pattern of resplts by school and by grade suggests a ne to treat

the earlier results by rnount of USMES with some caution. As su ested by

Table 2 (page 12),.a disproportionate number Of the classes in School'D and

in the sixth grade were USMES?Lasses. Therefore, the apparently favorable
conditions in School D and in the sixth grade may be som t confused with

USMES effects.

38-
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A possible way to resolve this confusion is to examine the Amount of
?USMES results school-by-school and grade-by-grade. Tables 9 and 10 show the
mean scores on each outcome variable by Amount of USMES within each school
and grade, respectively.

TABLE `9

MEAN SCORES ON EACH OUTCOME VARIABLE BY SCHOOL AND AMOUNT OF USMES.

Amount of USMES
Outcome Variable School

None A Little Substantial

PENCIL PROBLEM A
9--

C

3.21
2.75
3.50

3.61
2.67
3.72

3.42.
3.12

-7%3.00Total Number of Factors
Considered D 2.67 3.76 3.65

.7.. :I? -

A 8.la 6.44 7.31

Number of Investigations B 6.21\ 3:75 5.76

Carried Out C 6.83 9.78 7.17
D 5.29 7.24 7.33

.

Responses to "HoW Would You A 0.83 1.44. 0.91

- Convince Other Students That B 1.58. 1.00 1.57
the pencil You'Chose was the C 1.11 1.00. 0.52

Best. One?" D 0.57 1.24' 1.12

QARPS . A 6.78 5.08 6.41

B 3.64 2.97 5.26
Attitudes Toward Wastking on Real

C 2.82 3.50
Problems and Producing Effec-
tive SolutiOns

D 4.76 3.54 .4.93

4.52 4.90 _4.92

Attitudes Toward Group 4.146, 3.60 5.51

Interaction C 1.94 2.58 3.59
ID. 5.32 5.01 5.84

.11M,

A' ` 0.41 3.17 1

Attitudes Toward Specific. ;2.03 3.07 3.97 -

Problem Solving 'Activiti'es
.

0.39 '0.97 0.83
4.06 3.59 3.62

39
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TABLE,10

MEAN SCORES ON EACH OUTCOME VARIABLE BY GRADE AND AMOUNT OF USMES.

Outcome Variable Grade
None , Little Substantial

Amount of USMES

PENCIL PROBLEM

Total Number of Factors
Considered

2

Number of Investigations Carried

Responses to "How Would You Con-
vince Other Students-That
the Pencil You Chose was the.
Best Oise ?"

9ARPS

At'titudes.Toward Workingon Real
Problems and Producing EfFec-
tive Solutions'

-

Attitudes Toward Group-Interaction

Attitudes Toward Specific Problem- .

Solvin4 Activities

2

3

4

5-

6

2.87.
2.42
3:43
3.13
2.67

2 5.87
3 3.67
4 '''7.14

5 8.50
6. 4.56

2 1:00
3 '1.08
4 1.10
5 1.20
6 0.33

2 7:00
3 3.33
4 3.60
5- 403
6 - 5.33

2 4.00
3 2:53
4 4.32
5 4.23
6 .5.33

2

-6

-0.50
3 1.49
4 2,97
5 1.86
6 2.44

3.56
2,93
3.94
3.44
3.78

5.33
5.40
8.06,
8.78
6.33

3.17
3.40
3.36
3.04
3.76

5.67
5.33
5.36
6.86
8.96

_ -:, 1:44 0.6.7

1:40. .0.67

6.89 , 1.44
1.22 0.98
1.11 1.3

4,97 7.25
2.36' 3.86
3.84 4:65
3.59 4.54
3.85 6.80

4

4.21' - 3.25
3.18 3.61
4.16. 4.39.
4.31 5.06
,5.82 6.68

-,. "S-°'
3.79 2.13
3.45. 2.17
2:60 2.32

, 2.34 2.01'

3.77 -3.16

In general, School B showSbeloW-average benefits from USMES on problem -.r
solving outcomes but above-average benefits on attitude outcomes. School D
shows the opposite pattern of results.: Grade 6 shows above-average, benefits on
all outcomes, especially problem-Solving outcomes. However, the patterns shown.
in Tables 9 and 10 are_not uniform= because of the r4latively small number, ,of
students in each entry. Furthermore, theSe resultsare hard to summarize
cause there) are so many of them.
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A different approach to separating' the effects of Amount of USES from
those of school and grade is regression analysis. Tables 11 through 14 show
.a summary of regiession results for each outcome variable and independent
variable.

TABLE 11

REGRESSION ANALYSIS SULTS FOR. AMOUNT OF USMES

Outcome Variables
Incr.

B* S.E. R2 Other nif.*
(B)* (%) (%)

_.,

PENCIL PROBLEM,
9.

..,....-;

TIpal.NuMber of Factors Considered 0.07 0.16 0.2 11.4 .66
Umber of Investigations Carried Out 0.61 0.43 1.8 26.9 .15
Responses to "How Would Yod Con-
vince. . ." .', 0.07 0.

..

11_4
.,

0.4 8.9 .54
N4 -

QARPS .

Attitudes Towad Working ibn Real
Problems._. . ..> , 0.28 0.18 0.2- 6.2 .13

Attitudes Toward Group. Interaction 0.33 0.18 0.3 6.8-. .06
Attitudes'` Toward Specific-Activities

.
0:23 0.17 0.1: v 6,1 .17

('

f
*Note. Column headings are defined in text below.

TABLE 12

'REGRESSION.ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR SCHOOL

Outcome Variables
S.E. Incr. R2 Sig-
(B) * R2 Other nif.*

..(%) (%)

PENCIL .PROBLEM
/ .

Total Number of Factors Coniidered -, 4.8 6.9 .21
Number of Investigations Carried Out 5.4 23.3 .13
Responses to "How Would YoU Con-:
vine. . - - 8.4 a:2 .08

QARPS

Attituaes-,:Toward Working...On Real Prob-
/ems 4.5 1.9 '.00

Attitudes Toward Group Interaction - 2.7 4.4 .00
Attitudes Toward Specific..Activities - - 5.9 0.34 .00

,

*Note. Column headings are defined in text below.

11 41
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TABLE 13

REGRESSION4NALYSIS RESULTS FO GRADE

OutcomefVariables B*'

TOtal Ntmber of Factors Considered : 0.04

.

r ofInvestigations Carried Out 1.18
Re -..nse to "How Would You Coh-
vingeA 0.00

Q1p'-ARPS

Andes Toward Working on Real
Problems 0.62

Attitudes Toward Group Interaction 0.70-

AttitudessToward Specific..Activities -0.12

S.E.
(B) *

lhcr.
R2

(%)

'2
R :

Other
(%)

Sig-
nif.*

.0.134

0.36
0.1
9.7

11.6 -
19.0/e

.77

.00

0.04 6.0 .99

0.14 19 4.6 .00

0.33 2.5 4.7 .00

0.13 6.1 6.2 .66

*Note: Column headings are defined' intext below.

TABLE 14

REGRESSION ANALYSISRESULTi.BY.ACHIEVEMENT,LEVEL

Outcome Variables.

Incr.

S.E. R2
(B) * (%)

2
Other 'nif.*
(%)

PENCIL PROBLEM

TOtal. Numberof Factors ConsidereoiL. 0.04 :.0.02
-

.

NumBei of InVestigations Carried OUI: 0412.0 0.04:
Responses:to. ."How Wbuld You Cont , .

vinCe.-. -:": . -. 4p_oo. 0.61! '.:-

1 - -i

*Note. Column headings are definedin to xt .below.
Achievement data were only available 'for. the Pencil Problem sample.'

In TableS 11 through 144the column headed "B" gives "unstandaraized
regression coefficients" TCSnventionally called "B's".iii statistics). A
B indicates the expected-diffeience in an outcome variable for each difference

of one unit in the corresponding independent"variable. For instance, the B
of .0.04 on the,,top;line of numbers in Table 13 means that the expected

in Total NUmber of Factors Considered corresponding'to a difference
of one grade level,.in this sample, is +0:04 Factors.

For Amount of,USMES, theunits are quantitiespofUSMES experience, over
one or more school years.- These units were .coded. as follows:
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0 for no. USMES

. 1 for "little"
this year or

experience, pagt or 'present;

USMES experience--either some, amount less
else past USMES experience only;

2 for. n substantial" USAhs experienceeither e rience in the past as
'`- well as this year or else over 20 hours of experience this year.

Thus, for example, the B of 0.07 on the top line,of numbers in Table il means'

that students with "little" USMES experience would be expected to consider

pected to consider 0',00 more factors than students with. "little" USMES
and, likewise that students with "substantial"-USMES-experience would be ex-
0.07 more factors in the Pencil Problemthan students with USMES experience,

experience.,
/

For the independent variable Achlevemedt Levell'the units are.months.
above or 1 0p/Ow grade level in composite mathematics and-verbal achievement.
Thus, the Et.of.o.,a4 on the top line of numbers in. Table 14 means that the ex-
ii.ected difference in Total Number of Factors Considered corresponding -to,one
Month of grade-equiNalent achievement is 0%04. However, the figure's for
Achievement Level should be "pad with special' caution, as indicated on pages
9 and 22,.

than 20. hours

There are no entries in the column headed "B" in Table 12, because there
are no "units" to express-the diffeient categories of the inde dent variable

School. B's would not.be'aPpropriate statistics in Table 12.

The.column headed "S.E: /B)" in Tables 11 through 14 gives "Standard
Errors" of the corresponding B's. These 'Standard errors are analogous to the
'..Standard errors of .mean scores that were used to create Table 6- The 'standard,

erro f the B's may, be interpreted-as follows: allowingfor chance errors,:

w e t 3Efeel confident that approximately 68% of the :B's:Computed. in similar
circumstances would fall within one standard error' oftthe.reported Brs-and
that approximately_ 95% of similarly, computed B's would fall:within two-standard
errors of-the repotted' B's. Thui, for example, aboUt 68% of the siiin4akly .

computed B's for Total Number. of Factors Considered and-Amort of'USMES (top
line of Table 11) should fall within pluS, or minus 0.16 (one standarderror)
cif 0.67 the reported B),-and about 95% should fall within. 0.32 (two standard'

'errors) of 0.07.

The column headed "R2Other (%)"-and the column headed "Incr. R2" in

Tables 11 'through 14 nvolve "squared multiple correlation cOefficients" or

R"s. These are statl.stical measuresof the relationship between an outcome
-.variable and one or more independent variables. "Incr. a2", or'the increment
in R?, may be interpreted as the percent of the total variation'in an outcome
variable which is "accounted for," or explained, by,a-corresponding indepen-
dent vEriable after the effects of all the other independent- variables.are

taken into_account. It gives a conservative estimate of the effect of an
independent variable because it removes from consideration not anly the effects

Otheririndependent'variables but also any joint effects of two or more
"independent variables. For instance, the joint effects of Amoitint of USMES al)d
of Grade (which are impossible to separate bedausethere were &disproportionate
number of USMES classes in the, Grade 6 sampled are removed from ,consideration
when the increment-in R2 is computed for either Amount.of USMES, or for Grade.

*I
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Hence, the increment in R2 provides a relatively conrvative measure fOr

bothvAthount of USMES and Grade.

The numbers in the colUmft headed "R Other" represent the effects of
all other indeoendent.varObles (and any insepar.able joint-effects), for each
increment in R2. The sumof an'increment in R2 and its corresponding "R2
Other" represents the perceht of an outcome variablet,q,total 4ariation, which

is accounted for by all of the independent variables*,

As an example of the R2 measures, consider the top line of table 14,
-showing results-for.the outcome variable Total Number of Factors Consi4ered
and for the indepeAdent variaiae Achievement Level. In this case, the7iR2 :

Other" of 6.3% means that all the independent variables except Achievement
Level (i.e., Amount of USMES, School, and Grade accounted for 6.3o -of the
.variation in Total. Number of Factors Considered. The increment in R2,..of 54%

means that Achievement Level accounted for 5.4% of the variation in Total
Number of Factors Considered after all the' other independent variables were
accounted for. In all, 11.7% (6.3%-+ 5.4%) of the variation in TotaI,Number
of Factoors'Considered was accounted for by all the IngependeAt variables. .The.
remaining.88.3% of the-variation was not accounted for presumably it was due
to chance 'effe5ts and to unmeasured factors.

0

While the increment in R2' can be Useful.fpr compering the
different independent variables, its practical significance depends on the

situation. ,For-example, it may be interesting to' nofethat School accounts

for more of the'variatiorin Attitudes Towarl-Working on*Real Problems and
Producing Effective Solutions than does -eithd. Grade or Amount cif USMES;-
however, for teachers and administrators, School ana: prade may be unchangeable":
"givens." mount of USMES" may be the only variable which represents an_
oppottunity.for improlang these attitudes. In this case; ,..the magnitude of the
increment-in.,R2 may not be as inipOrtant as the ;fact- that the increment--:and
the ,B--are siMply positiver Amount of VSMES*

the column headed %Signif." in Tables ii 'through'. 14 gives the sidnifi7

cance/tevels for corresponding incremerits in R3'anl...istandard errors. of B

(the. significance level applies .to both). The' ignifieance level represents
the probability that the-rerted results could.have occurred by chance alone,
and a low significance` le
leveL"should be"'depend
accept. For scientific r
of .05 orlower, n
was really' to luck.
a risk of up.to one c
potential benefits
a significance lev

el is therefore desirable. _How low _a significance
on the risks Which an educator may be ready to
search, it is common to look for significance levels
more than a 41-in20 chance'that a 'reported "finding"
However, a school priricipal who is willing to accept
ce in three, say, because he or she believes that the

tweigh the risks, should presumably be willing to accept
,of up to .33.

A few, general observations can be` made about.the results reported in ,.
Tales 11 through 1 . First, it is important to remember that the lower
significance levels QARPS outcomes 'are partly a result of the much greater
sample size for QARPS -.al s s (about 1000 individual students) than for

*Note that Achievement Level is one of the_independent variables for the Pencil
Problem outcomes- but not for the QARPS'outcoMes.
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Pencil Problern:AnalYses (about 100 administration groups of three students
each); large'saMple sizes tend to give lOwsignificanceleveIs. :4n Important
pattern appears throughout the "Incr. R2" and "Signif-." columns of Table li:

-eachof.the independent variables-has strong relationships_ withWitOnly some
. of the dependent variables. Amount of USMES has its strongest relationship'
_with Number of InVestigations Carried Out (in terms of increment in R2).and
with Attitudes Toward-Group Interaction (in terms Of significance level);'it
hai modest relationships with the other- two QARPS outcomes and almost-
negligible relationships with the other Pencil Problem outcomes. School has
very-low significanCe levels-on the QARPS outcomes. but more modest significance
levels on the_Pencia Problem-outcomes (this may be in part an art &fact of the
large QARPS samplesizesu qince SChOoI's increments in R2' are.onlya.'llttle
larger fdr Pencil 'Problein ohrEcomeS than for QARPS outcomes). Grade has rela-
tively stromerelationships-with Number' of Investigations Carried Out, Atti-

.-tudes Toward Working on Real Problems and Producing Effective Solutions; and
Attitudes Toward Group Interaction, but 'practically negligible relationships
with the other outcomes. Achievement Level hae relatively strong relationships
with TotaI,Number of Factors' Considered and with Number-ofInvestigatiOns-
Carried Out (despite the fairly large amounts or missing data on achievement)
but almost na relationship with responses to "How Would You Convince Other
Students That,the Pencil You Chose was the Best One?"

.

. .

In reviewing Tables 11 through 14 it may pe appropriate to recall that,
forreasonsdiscussed abovei. theregreS4on analysis may somewhat'Understate,
the possibly. complex effects of differentNmounts of USMES experience. Any
non-linear effeCts le-g., situations where Little USMES prdduced positive
results of-.greater magnitude than,SUbstantigl USMES) would not improve the
increment in R2 or the significandk leVel for Amount of USMES: Furthermore,
some effects of USMES ma101ave.beenobscured.bythe IMbalancein the sample
of classes (e.g., in Grade6 and SchdolD)..Therefore, itt:maybe',besttO
balance the impressionsciained from Tables 11 through 14 with those gained
from-the earlier tables when drawing conclusiOns about'the effects of USMES.

Finally, the results for. the QARPS questions directed to USMES students
are'shown in Table 15.

The -oesults of Table 15 parallel those of several-:similar,eailier, studies.
(see, fo2Pexampler page,38 of The USMES Guide, '4th Ebth the overall- ..
very positive attitude toward doing -USMES work And the divided opinion about:
whether USMES is "hard work" have bee'n,obSerVed in all the earlier studies,al-_
though the exact format of. the-dquestions--a0well as the times and locationS
of the studies--have varied.



TABLE 15.

PERCENTAGE OF USMES STUDENTS GIVING EACH.RESPONSE ON QARPS ITEMS DIRECTED
,

TO STUDENTS WITH USMES EXPERIENCE

QARPS Item

2

ReqPWAse
J

"Agree
a lot"

"Agree
a little"

"Disagree
a little"

"Disagree
a lot"

21.'1 think. USMES work is fun. 74.2 - 19.0 3.1 3.7

-22. .1 think .USMES work is boring. 5.0 8.9 16.9.

22.0

69.2

27.823. Doing USMES is hard work. 16.0.i 34.2

,

24. I don't know why we do some
.

things in USMES.
16.5 28.5 26.0

.

29.1

25. Doing USMES makes me think. 59.4 28.6 7.4 '4.6 ,

0-

26,- I think USMES,trk is con-
fusing.

9.8

68.2

..,/-

a

20.1

21.0

-2

26.7

7.3

43.4

' 3.627 I think -USMES work is
important.

2 . in USMES it's hard. t0
decide what to do next.

22.0 36.4 24.7 16.9'

6.7
,

29. 1 would like to do'more
USMES. .

70.2 16.7 6.4
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CONCLUSIONS

Effects of USMES.on Students

The mean scores of the Substantial AmoUnt of USMES group were higher .

than those of the None group,On every outcome, and the mean scores of the
Little Amount of USMES group were higher than those,Of.the NOnd group.on
every outcome but one*. However the Substantial Amount of USMES group did

.not always score higher than the Little Amount of USMES group. (See Table

- ''5, p,*23,-and-Figures 25.) Also; these effects were only.statisti-
ca34K significant on dome of'the Outcomes (see footnote on-pagee26).

The magnitude of these.USMES effects were generally small, compared to
the effects of School, Grade, and Achievement Level. On each outcome the'te°

yagia't least one other independent variable with a markedlylarger influence
than Amount of MMES. AlSO, the effects of Little Usmes were often erratic:
on four outcomes the Little Amount of:USMES'group had a,mean score above
both-the.SubStantial and the None group, while-on another outcome the Little.
Am9unt'of USMES group had a mean score below both the other groups. Partly
for these reasons, a lineai regression analysis showed only moderate signi7
fiCance levels (.06 to .17) on four outcomes for Amount of USMES and poor
significance levels (over ..50) on the.other.two:outcomes. 'One-of the
statistically-significant regression coeffedients-wasnegative (see Table
11, p.30)

The effectS of Amount ofUSMES were.most Pronounced in a fe4 settingi; .

such as School D. The None group in School D scored the lowl-st of all four
None groups on all the Pencil ProblemOutcomes, yet the SUbsantial Amount
of USMES group in School.D scored the highest of all! four Substantial-groups--
on two of these outcomes and second - highest on the third (see Table 7,
p. 26). Similar effects of Amount of USMES were found in the 6th grade (gee
Table 8, p. 27)s. however, since many'of*the 6th'graders in the'sampleeame
from School D, the 6th grade and School D fesults:may.be related.

The motivational effects of USMES did not seem:to-be-so-localized. The
retponses to questions. direCtedat students with USMES experience confirmed
once again a repeated the'great majority of USMES students enjoy
USMES work,-finclit important; and would like to do more (see Table 15, p.
35). This finding appeared to be true--in all iheschools and at all.,grade
levels (see'Appendices D. and E, pp. 41-42),

Factors Influencing the Effectiveness-of USMES r

Why weren't the motivational effects of. USMES.translatedjnto more
consistent results on the main Pencil PxobleM.And QARPSputcome,0 We can
only speculate on :this, issue, but it appears thatiseveriL'fadtOrs were
important:

Little amounts of USMES (USMES experidnce in the past dnly, or.. less thah
20 hours of USMES. in the current year with no past experience) evidently
produced inconsistent results. Although earlier research. (sere Chapter V of
The USMES Guide, 4th ed.) has shown that time spent USMES,it unlikely to
impede "basic" skills development, neither is a brief-exposure to USMES
certain to.improve problem-Solving skills significantly. Substantial - amounts

of USMES experience -- including amounts greater than the 20 hours.which defined
"stibstantial" in this study - -may be necesSary'for consistent, Significant
results.

*Moreover, of the 20 QARPS item's completed by'all students, there were five
items. that produced. statistically significant results for Amount of USMES;
on all five of these items,:the'Substantiai Amouneof USMES group prOduced

.. the most favorable responses, and on four of the five thefLittZe AmountOf
-.USMES group.produced the next-most-favorable responses_ (see Appendix Ai:p..38).

.47
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The specific activities done in an USMES class may also be crucial.

The USMES School Study*.found evidelicethat opportunities for skill develop-

Ment were often cloSely associated th the occurrencelof serious investiga-

tions of data, extended discussionS ng students, and other recommended
Vil6Mg-"B activities. Furthermore, in the-present shady the Substantial Amount

Of U§MES group appeared to have engaged in significantly higher levels of

many commended activities than the Little Amount of USMES group (see

Append r, p. 43), and the Substantial group produced the'most consistently

positi .results. ,
.

.

In dition, the surprisingly large effects of. School (which included

same co ity differences in this study), Grade, and Achievement Level

suggest hat all of these factor's make important contributions to the impact.

of USME experience. Certainly they should not be overlOoked in. future

research on USMES and related programs.

Finally, the influence of the school administration Should not be ig7. _

nOred.: In School B,,USMES had its most positive effect on attitudes, and

in School D, USMES had its most positive effeet on problem-solying skil

In each school, these were the outcomes that the°_principal of. the school
desired most to promote (see the USMES Scheocil Study report). The particul

Style of USMES vhosen in each school emphasized the desired outcomes andw

successful in improving it..

Some Implications

The results o£ this study suggest that the choice of USMES units (and

the local development of units) should be.based.On a careful consideration

of the outcomes that would be most valuable r a particular school and class;
Furthermore, teachers should be aware tha individual students. may experience

a wide range of effects of USMES experienc While virtually all students

seem to enjoy USMES work, there seems to b considerable variation from stu-

dent to student in just what is learned.. ** For consistent, significant results,

this study and the USAES School Study suggest that "regular" USMES =its

of Some duration--with recommended USMES teaching methods--should generally

be preferred over abbreviated or haphazardly-Created units:

In reviewing the results of this study; it seems clear that additional
research is needed-on the impact of extended (especiallY:multi-year),USMES
and on real.problem solving at upper grade levels., The trends in this-sfudy

suggest that these varieties of USMES may prove especially ferile for ,the

'development of effective problem-solving abilities and attitude. search

on a local or regional level may prove just as valuable as national r earth

on these issues.

o ".For diagnostic and other kinds of'research, we-believe-that the QARPS

and the Pencil Problem may be useful instruments. The QARPS is easily adminis

tejted, easily analyzed;. and shows satisfactory discrimination. The Pencil'

. Problem proties real-problem-solving.abilities more deeply than "pencil, and

paper" tests yet can be administered and analyzed in practical ways.

Addiional discussions of the findings reported here are needed;
'hope that readers will join us in those diScudsions.

*Available from the USMES project office at Education Development deriter.,

**A comparison of Appendix.H (p. 45) with Table 11 (p. 30) shows that the

average effect of USMES on groups'of studentS may be more predictable..
than effects on individual stUdents:



APPENDIX A

-.Percentagof Students Responding "Agree a-1 emor "Agree a little" on QARPS
Items 1-20, by Amount of USMES

0. $
-38-

QARPS Item/
/ Amount of USMES

i
Signifi-
dance*None Little A Substantial

1. kids shOw that a change
is needed,/then- grownups

/ .

will Eo alonE. 66.7' 67.1 62-.8

.

'-2: I like to/Work in small
groups. with other students. 84.5 86.5 8.1

.3. I 1±Ke to write about my
-- :ideas. I. . 77.7-- g79.9.

.

70.3 62.0
t.

B
4: 1-figure out what ITm going

to do before I start some-
thinE./

.

.88.8 88.7. 88:5.

,

5. Kids. Usually. can't come up
with good ways to solve
problems around schoOl. 53.4. =26 7

87.8

39.6

88:6

,

A
6: I like to help decide what

we do in class.. 82.3
7

7. Usually there'is just one
way to solve a'real life
problem. 58.6 58.6 48.2

, °

-8. I;like to measure things
when it helps solve real
life &oblems.. 67.7 75.0, 73.4

.

-

9. I like to work by myself.. 60:3.-

92.2

59.5

89.6

56.7
.

'90.9
10.-Ilike to make things

better around School..
11, If I think other kids won't

like my idea, then I keep
auiet .about-it.

.

76.2 70.7 .58.9
.12..1 like to ask .questions. 69:1 73.9 73.4
13. I like to make charts and

graphs,that show things I
found out. .

. .

64.5 64.7 60.0
14"T I think I am good at
1, solvinE teal life problems. 54.1. . 56.i. 62.5

.

15. I like to talk. to other
students- about my ideas. 77..3 77.7 80..5 .

16. I like to Use numbers to
-:solve real life problems. .2 47.8 56.1 51.4

17. As soon as-I think of one -.,
' way to solve a problem, I -'
don't think ablaut other ways.

,

47:-.6

89.2

78.0

59.3

86.0

76:9

c
..

.- 39,-1

6

. 90.4

82.7

..

,

<

-

18. I-like to listen to otherA
students talk about their
ideas.

19. I like to do surveys to'
find out what other People
think.

20. I like working on problems
that have more than one
answer. ,

.___ ' ....

74.0

.

70.0
->.?. ,,

.

.

.

74.3
.

; blank:, .054. -(chi- squared test).
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APPENDIX B

Pe4rcentage. of Students Responding "Agree a lot" or "Agree a little"'on QARPS

Items 1 -20, by School

CARPS Item .

School Signifi-
cance*A B C D

1. If kids show that a change is

+.---

needed, then grownups will go '

alonz. . 56.7 68.0 51.6 74.8 A

2. I like to work in small groups-
with other-students -86.0 82.2 78.8 :89.5 A

3. I like to write about myLideas. 54.9 66.5 49.2 74.5

-

--..;,,_

4. I figure out what I'm go4ng to
do befOre I start somethisg. 87.4 -90.7

,...

86.4 ,-- 88.9

5. Kids usually canTt come up
with good ways to solve prob-
lens around school.. .

.

24.8 50.0 34.8' 62.8

_

A
---.

6. I like to help decide what we
do in class.

.

89.3 86.5 85.3 86.7

7. Usually there is just one way
to solve a real life problem. 32.6

.

70.9
39.5-

58.4

.

75.7
55.0

51.6

\-0,
61:0
65.0

a

83.6

62.7

77.1
56.0 -.

94.3

A

A

.

A.

.

A

8. I like to meaesre things when
it helps solve rell life prob-
lems. .

9. I like to work bx myself.
10. I like to make things better

around schooi. 90.2 92.5

,11. If I think other kids won't
like my idea, then I keep
guiet about it. - 60.7 65.5 70.1 66.2

12. I like to ask suestions. 75.7

53.7

70.5

66.1

67.2

46.7'

75.3

'73.1
13. ilmilike to...make charts and graphs

that shOw things I found out-.
14. I think-1 am good at solving

real life problems. 59.6 54.8 51.6 67.0
.

15. I like to talk to other stu-
dents about my ideas. 79.1 79.3 68.1 85.4

6.6

A._

B
16. I' like to use 'numbers to solve

real life_eroblems.
17. As soon as I think of one way

to solve a problem, I don't .

think about other ways.

47.0 53.7 45.1

30.8 43.9 47.5

.

58.9

18. I like to listen to other stu-
dents talk about their ideas. 92.5 89.7 81.4 . 90.8

.41

-111k-

19. Ilike to do surveys to find
out what other people think. 85.1 72.2 78,1 85.5 A

20..1 like' iiorking on problems
that.hae more than one answer. 75.3 76.8 59.3 76.8, A

.

*Key. A: 2 < .01; B: .014- Q 4.05; blank: .05'4 p (chi-squared test) .
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APPENDIX C

Percentage.of Students Responding."Agree a lot" or "Agree a little" on QARPS

.Items 1-20, by Grade

QARPS Item
. Grade Signifi-
_3 4' 5 6 dance*

1. If kids show that a change .

Is needed, then grawnups
will go along.' 70.9 56.1 68.5 62.7 68.5 B

2. I like to work in small
groins with other students. 80.0 79.9 80.7 87.0 90.5 A

3. I like t write about my
id 54.5 65.9 64.3 58.9 68.3

.

4. I f re out, what I'm going ..

to before
t
.o I start some ----5-

- thing. .9 '92.1 86.7 87.0 89.7

5. Kids,usually can't: come up
with good ways to solve F - .

..

problems around school. 38.2 53.0 4W.2 44.8. 42.5
---7

6. I like to help decide what .

we do in class. 87.3 86.6 -84.3 87.0 89.7

7. Usually there is just one -- .

way to solve a real life' .

problem. sof .41.8 64.6 57.8 53.0 41.3. IA

8. I like to measure things
when it helps solve real

. life Eroblems. 70.4 72:4 70.3 , 73.0 74.8
,

9. 1 like to work by myself. 67.3 76.7- 63.: 51.5 47.3 A

10. Iv like to make things
better around school. 92.7 86. 91.9 90.6 93.7

11.. If ..I think other kids won't , ,--
like my, idea, then I keep

,

i

suiet about it. 74.5 .81.1 68.4 64.9 49.8 ,

12. I like to ask quegtions. 69.1 73.2 72.9 .70.1 75.2. Y
13.'1 like to make charts and

.

graphs that-show things I ,

found out. -?.. 52.7 61.6 64.0 59.9. 65.2

14..I think I am good at solving r

real life problem's. 49.1 54.9 53.8 62.0 66.4 B.

15. I dike to talk to other .

students about my ideas., 72.2 76.2 77.8 78.0 85.6
,16- I like.to'use numbers to -

solve real life Eroblems. 56.4 50.0 51.2= 49.7 54.1

17. As soon as I think of one.
way .;(3

don'

.

solve a problem, 'I
think about other ways 40.0. 54.3 48.0 50.2

,

31.8

18. I like to listen to-other
1$

students talk about their
ideas. . 98.2' 86.0 86.2 87.7 94.1 A

19. I like to do surveys to
find out what other people
;think. 83.6 72.6 79.8 , 78. . 88.3

20. 1 like working on p 'roblems ,

that have more than one .

answer.- 78.2 75.0 72.8 69.6 76.2

*Key. A: B: .01 <24.05; blank:

51

.

.05 < 2. (chi-squared test).
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Percentage of USMES Students Responding "Agree aloe or "Agree alietie"

on QARPS Items 21-29; by School.

QARPS Item
SchooL - Signifi-

A B C D cance*
,

21. I thinkn USMES work is fun. 90.8 90.9 91.0 97.2 B

22. I think USMES work is boring. 15.2 11.0 ,14.0 15.0
1,

3.Dol.ng USMES is hard work. 53.0 42.3 46.5 f 55.1

. I don'eknow why we do some
things in -,.

...

52.4

(

36.8 4815 44.0

--57
25. Doing USMES makes me think. 86.1 88:3 84.8 90.2

26.gI think USMES work is confusing. 33.7 31.5 22.0, 29.6

2.-1 ink USMES work is important. 84.7 '95.1 75.8 93.1 . Al

28. In USMES ies-hard to 'decide

what to, do next. '. ,, - - '

' ,--;

61;7- 54.0 54.9' 60.9

29, I would likarto do more USMES. 79.9 87.7 139,0 90.2

Key. A: p.< .01; B: .014 Q < .05; blank: .05 < 2 (chi-sqUared. test)

52
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APPENDIX -E

Percentage of USMES Students-Responding_ "Agree a lot"- or "Agree' a little"
on QARPS Items 21-29, by Grade

: QA.IIPS Item
....Gracie -Signifi-

2 3 4 .. 6 cafice*-

.. .
2i. I think USMES work is fun. 100.0 86.1 91.6

A
93.2 ___, 97.4 A

22. I think USMES work is
boring. 0.0 4 16.8 17:4 17.9 6:8

23. Doing _USMES' is hard work. 50.0 49.5 49.4

_ae--1

.47.1. 't'54.2
I:

_ 11L:4

."-- .-

'24. LI_ don't know why we do
S'ome things in

_
USMES..

,

45.0 59.4. 51.9 45.4.N 31,9

25. Dbing'-USMES makes Me think. 85.7- 86.1 87.6 85.9 91.5

26: I think USMES iitxrk is-
cvnfusing. \ 40.0

.
41.2

94.1

'.

31..4

89.7

32.5 19.r

---

82.0 92.6

A

27. I think USMES work is
impoi-tant. .

,

94:7
_._

. .
28. In USMES it's hard to

decide what to do next. 68.4 70.3 61.9
..,

,.

.1' A .-56.6 ,,49.7

29. 1 would like to, do more
USMES.

).
. s

90.0 82.2 get&
1

88.9.- 89.5
-'"

*Key. Ac P < . 01 ; B3/. . 01 < P < . as; blank: -..05,kp hi'- squared test)

53
a
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APPENDIX F

:Percentage;of USMES Students Checking Each Response on QARPS Item 301

by Amount.of-USMES (Little vs. Substantial)

Res
.

ponse
,-.

Amount of-USMES Signifi-
, Little Substantiil canoe*

, . -

30. When we;do USME I usually do these
..

-. things:

measure things. 39..6

s

-

> ,

35.8_

.

-

do .surveys of people,
-r. s.

32.0 47.1 A

bui14-things 35.1 41.6 ....,.:

ask, questions
.

42.2 62.0
.-

A- .

write about things we fp& out.; , .4, 41.3 52.2 A
--p-

work in small groups

-.

-=60.0 72 4. A

make graphs or charts
...".

"20.4 35.1
,..._

A
.

do math , . 25.3

47.6

..,-

28.2

help decide what' we do 63:-.3---P--- A

talk about' my ideas X42.7
,

.63.3 A

7 work by elf 23.1
1

2/.2

*Key. p_< . 01; B : . 014 p_ < .05; blank: .05 ,E (chi-squared test)

ti
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Appgpix
e

Sample of Class-Section Results: Mean Scores on Each QARPS Outcome by'

Amount of-USMES*

- -

Outcome Variable

. .

Amount of USMES
None Little Substantial

QARPS . ,
.

4.45 2.91 5.49
Attitudes Toward Working on Real Problems

and Producing Effective Solutions

.1r

Attitudes,.- Toward Group Interaction
,

3.92 3.87 5:15

0
- . b o.

Attitudes Toward Specific Problem - Solving
Activities

. .

.

1.52 2.58

Z-

2.49
.

*ComparSble.to bottom half of Table

. f

co



APPENDIX H

Sample of Class Section Results:
of USMES*

Regression.Analysis Results for Amount

, Outcome Variable B**

. ,

..S.E 0
(B)**,

ncr. y
Other
R2.

R4
,

(%)** ,(%)**

Sig-
nif.**

_
.

QARPS.
,

.58 .33 A.7. 21.5.

t.:-.'

-,'

..

.08

Attitudes Toward Working on Real
Problems and Producing Effective
SolUtions ..

11-
.

Attitudes Toward -Group Interaction .44 .30 1.9 23.7
=x

.

.15

.

Attitudes Toward Specific Probleth-
Solving Activities

L_____

.

.09 A.

.......

.3 ' 0.9 11
./
5 .63

*Compar.lble Lc. bottom half of T ble 11.

* *Column headings are'defined in text after Tables 11714.'
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Tiy More Research on USMES and Basic Skills is Needed.

We believe there were technical flaws of a very serious nature in both
the 1973-74 data and the 1974-75 data used.by theBoston University evaluatiimn

team *. The USMES staff conducted a careful, computerized analygis of the- '

original data, during the fall of 1975 and the spring of 1976. Among the
flaws we found were the following:

1. In the data collected during school year 1973-74:
1-

'contained. Eight of the 12, studied classes sing or erroneous data, _
for .which the investigators made no reported adjustment:

; -

N..
.

. Eleven of the 12 classes_ljp.d invalid or incorrect student-identification -
codes for at least some of thd data, while seven of the classes actually
had invalid or- incorrect codes for the majority of their data; again, no
adjiiStment for these flaws was reported.

.

2. In the data collected during school year 1974-75:
...

t' ---

Approximately one-half of the_data cards used in computing the reported
results had either invalid identification codes or. invalid ata (e. g. ,
letters,where there should have been numbers,- numbers in the wrong

eareas, t.0.0;. apparently the data cards were automatically generated
from machine-readable scoring heets, without an 'adequate screening for

° "dirty" data (like stray: pencil marks on,the sheets, sheets out of
order, 'etc:).

Twenty -eightof the. 601 classes contained flata that was biased and
because 'the. classes were nc\t .properly, matched; in fact, 'there

were not even equivaatnt numherS of obsezvations at paiit. grade leve3.7-
the dSMES data contained more observations than the compariion data-,
at some grade levels and leSs at other grade levelseven though the
scaling of the "achievement scores ensured that scores would vary with
grade levels.

Because of these flaws'in the data collected by the Bostbn University
team, we. believe that the impact of USMES experience on students' achievement
scores has not-been adequately studied.

In general, our own analyses support the coeclusionS of the Boston Univer-
sity team "that, "Clearly, USMES students :do not fall behind their cohtrol
counterparts in theirperformance on tests of basic skills," and that "though
it is not statistically significant (at the .05 level ) , there is a noteworthy'

:

*N. Shann, An Evaluation of Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary
Schools During the 1973-74' School Year, Boston -University, August 3:915; and
IL :Shann, N. Reali, H. Bender, T. Aiello, and L.. Hench, Student Effects of an
Interdisciplinary Curriculum for Real Problem Solving: The 1974-75 USMES
Evaluation, Boston University, December 1975.
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trend for the growth rates of the control classes to fall behind those

for the USMES classes at the upper. grade levees. "* However, we believe
that more accurate, detailed evidence on these conclusionp is needed by

teacher and.administrators.

Mb

a

*Shann, et a ., The 1974-75 USMES Evaluation.
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APPENDIX J:

Sample I16achdrWeeklY Summary Form (including First'
Report on a Unit and Last Reporton a Unit)and

Teacher Interview Form

ti
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIRST REPORT ON A UNIT

(Please enclose with weekly summary for first week.)

1. How many students are in 'the class?

4

... .- .

2. How did the challenge arise? (Was the,problem already being discussed by
the students? Did you initiate .discussion of the problem? Did the problem
arise in some other way?) .

3., How do you and the students describe the challenge2 (What is the "wording"
of the challenge?)
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Your name:

Unit:

TEACHER'S WEEKLY

Week covered by this report:

School: Grade level:

1. Please comment on student planning this week. (Do.you think they 40n
much or too little time on planning?)

2. Were any new groups formed this week? ,(If so. please deLribe the croups,'
their. tasks, and the process by which they were formed.)

What obstacles did students encounter in this week':r Work?.
How did they deal with them?

4. Did-you conduct any skills sessions- thAlwee?
What topics were covered?
What made you decide that the session(s) were needed'
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5. Did you have to provide any redirection for the students this week?
What sort of intervention did you make?
What made you decide that intervention we's needed: '

6. Were there any activities you hoped dr expected to arise, which did not?

7. What else do we o know about what happened this week?

8. We would like to have copies of any student work that you can send us.

'PLEASE BE SURE YOU U-RAVE OOMPLETED FOLDIPEOC.SU4MARIES FOR ALL UENES SESSIONS THIS mimic.

Mondag

duration of session:

MAJOR ACTIVITIES: whole class
small group,.

Briefly -describe activities

no. of students actively involved:.

DISCUSSIONS: whole class
small group

Briefly describe discussion ( s ) :

student-run ateginning.,% session
teacher -run in middle of.Sesiion

at end of session

2
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duration of session:

MAJOR AC
,

whole class
small group

Briefly describe activities:

DISCUSSIONS:

no. of students actively involved:

whole class student-run at beginning.of session
small grbup teacher-run in middle of session

at end of session.

Briefly describe discussion(s):

duration of session:

MAJOR ACTIVITIES: whole group
small group

Briefly describe activities:

no. of students actively involved:

DISCUSSIONS: whole class student-run at beginning of session
masal group teacherrtn. 1 in middle of session

at-end of session

Briefly describe dlacussion(s):

63
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Thursday

duration of session:

MAJOR ACTIVITIES: whole class,
small fixoup

Briefly describe activities:.

DISCUSSIONS': whCole class
small group

Briefly describe discussion(s):

no. of students actively involved:

student-run
teacher-run

at beginning of session
in middle of session
at end of session

r"

.duration of session: no. of students actively involved:

MAJOR ACTIVITIES: whole class
small' group

Briefly describe activities:.

DISCUSSTONS: whole class student-run
small group teacher-run

Briefly describe discussion(s):

at beginning of session
in middle of session
at end of. session

64
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SUPPLEMENTARY LAST REPORT ON A UNIT

(Please enclose with weekly summary for last week.)

1... Please comment on the*nding.cif unit activities.
Was the problem finally resolved'or aet aside?
IT it was resolved, what was the resolution?'

2. What made the class-decide thirtwork on the unit should end?
.

3. Please comment on how effectively students were able to work together over
the course of the unit.
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S.

USMES STUDENT STUDY

Teacher' Interview

NAME OF TEACHER eSCHOOL

USMES UNIT CITY Z.

INTERVIEWER DATE

1:- DATES OF UNIT NO. SESSIONS PER WEEK

AVERAGE LENGTH OF TIME PE SESSION:

2. NUMBER OF CHILDREN ACTIVELY INVOLVED PER SESSION:

3. CHALLENGE as understood by teacher and students:("wording" of challenge?)

-. Briefly describe the activities that took place:

.

5. Was the problem finally resolved, or set aside?

What was resolution:

OR

What made class decide
tot it aside:

6. Were any small groups formed during work on the unit?

How many, children per group:'

AND

Tasks* of each group:

66
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. Did the ma r.sctivities occur when the class was together as a whole or
in amal g ups?

8. Did most discussions occur when class was .together as a whole or ip small.
groups?.

3raction teaCher-run:

AND I.

-
,Praction student-'run:'

9. Did you conduct any skill sessions during this unit?

Topics covered:

AND

Why oessions.were needed: 1

10. Did you have to provide any redirection for studepts at any point?

Kite of intervention:

AND

Why intervention needed:

11. Please comment on student planning throughout the unit, Do you tHin they
spent too much or:too'littTe--fime on planning?

12. Please comment on how effectively students Were able to w k together over
the course of this unit. (What problems and 'successes did' hey encounter?)
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Since no commercially available instruments 4011.ch would adequately
:.measure -real problem-solving skillsohad ever been located and since

past_efforts,to develop such measures had met with considerable diffi-

maior goal of the 1976-1977 USMES. research 'prOgiam.was to
,try to-developsuch an instrument. *An important requirement for the

41strument. wasthat it*also be suitablg for diagnostic use by teachers.

s,
In 1971 Professor Bernard Shapiro7fiOm Boston University began'

developing instruments to measurestudentprohaem-solving abilities.

The first such-instrument, used in 1971-1972, was the Notebodk'Prob-

r lem. In this test individual students are presented with three 'dif7

ferent types of notebooks. Each student is aad tolselect one note-
book as best for his or her class and to give reasons-for the'selec-

, tion. Cost informati>s given to the students; paper, pencils, and

rulers are available if students wish to use them. No time limit is
-imposed, but the testing has always been completed in one class period.

TimOutcoMes are measured

Does the student nameany
that could be objectivelli
weight of-the-notebooks?
".Reasons for(Selection.")

reasons for his or her choice
measured, like size, cost, or
(This variable is called

4014

Are any of 'the student's reasons based on actual tests?

If not, are any based:on suggested iestS? (This varia-,

ble,is called "Highest Level of Warrant.")

o variables focus on,two s cific probleaSolving skills--
ing quantiftable-differenc -among alternativesolutions

igning tests to measure those differences.

In-1971-1972, samples of two to .six x-stUdents selected at rand8ia

from,a selection of thirty-one USMES and 'twenty-two non-USMES classes

(matches for grade level and school) were tested with the Notebook
Problem.- Dr. Shapiro's rep:art* on this testing concludes that "in

ti

,

*Bernardo J. Shapiro, The kotebodok,cpxbblem.1 Report on ObservatiOn
Problem-SQlving Activity in USMES And Control Classrooms. EDC, 197

,..
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te....f the two dependentNrariaples studies, the USMES experiencehad,
irrespective of units or teachers imfead,aa-marked and pcisitiv
fect on the students_ prObIet2Solving behavibr.". -There. were acknow-'
ledged shortcomings in.:the design, administration, and ariaiysis of this
study, but as not4'd in the report, the "r64eemirng aspect to these ailL.
fieulties lies in the clarity and consistency of theactual results:"
(For a summary.of the results, see ChapterN of USiliS Guide, fourth
edition, -EDC, 1976.Y.-

As part af a study'epf economic learning conducted in 1975-197§,
Arthur Ellis and-Allen Glenn of the University of 'Minnesota lt.n.istervi
amodified Notebook Probtbm (using written responses) to sev y-eight" .

1

fifth and sixth gra rs. *rhe Students were absigned at random among
four classes readepv. g four different-types Of_instruction (USMES Menu--
facturing unit;-economic gamei and simulations; economic workbook;-and
geography--as a control) . The USMES students scored,highest on both
Notebook Problem' outcomes. Although the number of classes involved
was limited, the results were again encouraging.*:

For the school. year 1972-1973, Dr: Shapiro and his assistant
Susan Rogers developed a new instrument called the. Playground Problem.
Groups of five students are selected at random fromtsample classes and
are asked toplan a new playground for their school. They are.provid7
ed with 'a catalogue of playground equipment, cost data, measuring-in-
struments, and a hypothetical budget of $2,000. The scoring-protocol
yields twelve group scores: four "behavioral" scores- (motivation 'to
accept-problem, commitment to task, efficiency in .-.allocating jobs,'
and nature of group leadership), four cognitive scores (variable iden-
.tificailOn,-measurement; calculation,'and recording), and four scores
on the playground plan produced- (on the scaie, labels',-landmarks,.and
area designations).

. .

For the 1.974-1975 evaluation,.Professor Mary,Shann and her staff
developed a'third instrument in this genre, the-Picnic Problem. Groups
'Of-five:students, selected at random fromsamle-claSses, develop plans
for a class joionic. The Students are supplied:with a; photograph show-
ing various foods.theY may select anA-a map showing the location of a
school and three parks from' which they may choose' a:pidnic site. Mea-
suring instruments,-cost data, and a hypothetical'budget of twenty-

. five dollars are also provided., e scoring protocol Includes the
four behavioral scores and four c itive scores derived for the Play-
groudd Problem.

The Playground Problem c.7a'aciritinistgxed in 1972-1973, 1973-1974,
and 1274-1975. The Picnic Problem wasadministered in.1974-1975. Un-

' fortdEately,-Dr.,Shapiro has never reported on the 1972-1973 results
and the information gained-from -the later testing is limited. -Analysis
carried out on the 1973-1974 Playground "Problem data.yielded no signi-
ficant difference among, the groups of classes for any of the outcome:,

a

*Arthur K..Ellis.and Allen D. Glenn,:Effects of Real and
Problem Solving on Economic Learning jin preparation).

.
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viableS: In the view of the Bos h University evaluators, the best
explanations for these results obably "lie with the unsatisfactory
testing procedures and with the instrument itself%"*

The.analysis ofAhe 1974-1975 Playground Problem and the .Picnic
Problem, data also yielded no significant differences-between the
USMES andlion-USMES groups. The report on these analyses again ques;-;
tions the' appropriateness of the_instruments. The 'evaluators con-
eluded- "the more objective -instruments to measure. problem solving
skills are still too unsophisticated to give an acc4mafte reading.""

The Playground and Picnic .Problems,presented student's with larger-,
more complex .problems than the Notebook Problem and oneA thOught to
be of more interest to.students.: In.these:ways, their. resembled.-t_he
real. problems of USMES units more closely than_the simple Notebook
Problem. However, they were not.-a stdred as real problems while
the Notebook Problem was; it CoUld be-More dequately-solved-in the-
small amount of testing time available and e problem and its vari-
ables were more. tangible and less Jaypothet cal. The scoring pFotocol
for the later pfoblems.wa'S alSo.More ambitious and more removed. from
the data itself.- ,

For these reasons, our best alternative for 'developinw,oan-appro-.
priate:instrument seemed to be continued develOpmentofan : "Assessment
of Problem- Solving Approaches" (or APSA),.whiCh-had evolved .from the..
NotehoOkProblem. The).PSA, as originally created in the fall'Of-1275,
prevented students with amore carefully scripted notebook selectiOn

prIlem. When revised:for field7testing:in the .fall -of 1976, the
Wa.s still basiCally:aconsumer;researehprobletr,lbutStudentS

were:isked this time7tCTdecidewhich OfSeveral,pencils":they:thoUght.
_their school should 'bUy_for-stUdents to use. Students,` especially
younger ones, Were found to be more interested in penCi4Sand::penciis:

. :'presented moreoptionS. for choi:Ce- Students were presellted,Withsam7._
plesof the Pencils and encouraged to "look over the:pencils and -to
test:theM4nwhatever.ways they saw'fit. They were told that-the
school Would:.buy $10.00 worth of-pencils, and they were shown the
Price'of-each pencil: (To maintain the realism. of the:problem.situa-f
tiOnAfter the testing was compietedwe did:supply,each:Sqhool with 7.

$10.'.00.Worthof pencils selected on the basis ofthe.students'.Choides0
StudentS were also asked a number of-questions .aboUt hOWthey decided

, .

on.a. pencil, how they would convince.others that their chOice was the
best, land related issues. Their responses were tape - recorded, and the
adMiniStrator (a member of the USMES. research staff) took notes on
their investigations. 'TypiCally, the testing sessions took about
fifteen minutes.

*M.H. Shann,'An Evaluation 'of Unified Science and
mentary Schools (USMES) During: the 1973-74 School
versity, 1975.

Shann, N.C. Reali, H. Bender, T. Aiello, L.
fects of an Interdisciplinary Curriculum for Real
The 1974-75 USMES Evaluation. Boston University,

Mathematics for Ele-
Yeaf. Boston Uni-

Hench, StudeW Ef-
Problem Solving:
1975.
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The fall field - testing: involved. 125 students4in the four sahoals-
of the USMES. Student Study. .The students came from classes,
gradee 1-6, 'theft-led to do USMES this'school'year. '-They'were'select-

as "representative" ofstudents'in,their-classes.

was a complete script, we deliberately-altered,a
wring the field-testing' to e*periment-with -possible

se alterations would produce data'
ut the_expdriments 'made important_
the instruAnt. shbwed, f9t

ticent when.tested-three at a:time.
Thii strategy thUs'prOduced more in rmation than testing students in-
'dividUally, while.italdo allowed for_ testing a .larger, sample of stu-
'dents. Furthermore',we found that it was easy for the administrator
to note,differences in students' strategies, such as the.nuMber of

-pencils they wrote with or the-reasons they_gave. for their.thoLces,-
even when Several-students were working on the APSA-at once. 'Student
responses also suggested a number of refinements in the wording-of
gueitions and in the materials which the students saw and used during'

.APSA sessions.

, ed by teacher

t"

.

While ther
- ew parts of it
improvements. We recognized that

- which wereenot.fully standardized,
contributions to the development
example, that students were ldss

Students' responses to the APSA questions were transcribed and
studied primarily to suggest further.revisions in the' instrument.
Overall, however, we found that Students were_eagerto work on-the'
problem of choosing pencils. They'also expressed confidence jal their
ability to make good recommendations aboutpencils, and they were able
to make their choices within a reasonable amount of time (Most stu- .

dents took 3-5-minutes.) .

. .

THE PENCIL PROBLEM: PRESENT VERSION

The spring version of.the instrument, which has come to be known
as the Pencil Problem, consisted of the attached script and a number
of other materials., Six brands'of pencils were used--two 15 pencils
with.#2 leads, two 15 pencils with 421ileads, one 8fi pencil with a
#2 lead, and one 8 pencii.with-212 lead, All were national brands,
painted yellow with pink erasers. The pencils were arranged in a dis-
play box which showed the price of six of each brand were
Included, three of which. were sharpened three unsharpened. itcrap
paper, rulers4 and .hand-,held sharpeners were available to students. In
addition, since most students.in the fall seemed to overlook the $10
_limitation on the purchase. Of'pehcils, we inaIuded a. small sign with
the figure "$10" and' a pictUre.of a pencil.amohg the-materials4n front
'of students during their investigations. .(iee attached illtttration.
of Pencil Problem materials.)

As indicated in the script, the last part.of the instrument in-
cluded a Cide'stion about:erasers. For this question, the sample pencils
were removed from the table and a box.cOntaining'five types'of.erasers
and a "$10" sign were presented to students.lalk(An illustration is

73
4.
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attached.) The five types were a 35t soft-pink eraser, a35t hard ,..

red eraser, a-35t gum eraser, a 25t ink and pencil eraser, and a 250
White plastic eraser; The purpose of this part of the Instrument was

. ,

to provide a 'crude indicator of 'vhe reliability of the instrumeht `
.

....., `.-.
_across different consumer researah problems.

Three stidents at a time worked on_ the problem.- Bach= student
was aiked to re

Pspond
verbally to the following questions, over,the

Pencilcotirs.e of the encil Problem session:

. "Do you think kids can give (principal's
advice about which pencil to" buy ?"

2. "HoW-will you decide on a pencil?"

3. '"Which pencil do you think Ipringipal's
fuy, and why ?"

. :

"How would you try_ to ,convince-, other students that

- .

name) should

the pendil xouchoSewas-the beSt one ?"

,

"What would. you;-do to:deeide which eraser. (he/she)
should buY?"

The students' responses, were tape -- recorded and,they were als6 asked to
indicate their.chqtce of pencil8 and their reasons in writing. Their
"mitten responses were given on,an "Advice to Principal" sheet (at=
tached) ,Student behavior.w-as o erVed as they worked with the pencils
and-the observations reCorded onn observer's sheet (also attached).

The Pencil Problem-waS admin tered in April and May 1977 to 336
students in the four schools of e1976-1977 osMEs Student Study.
Each student's verbal and ,written responses were coded on coding. sheets
(attached). designed to cover every common type of response. Observa-
tions of student investigations were also coded. For the, verbal re-
sponses, two different coders listened to the tape recording for each'
student and then independently coded the student's responses. Coded
responses were entered into computer files.

The ways in which the coded responses' were scored and analyzed
are described in the report on the Student Study. Briefly, three'out-
comes were, examined:

Total Number.of Fadtors ConSidered.
.

(btow many of:nine critical factors do students mention,
at any _of several points in the Pencil Problem session,.
When.d4c ing the-, quality and cost of pencils and
pra8ers1:1-

Number of
.many

erase wit
ry out?)

vestigations Carried Out
pe oils do students-write: with, sharpen, and
h? ow,many other-investigations do they car-



Reslionse to "How Would You Convince Other. Students
That the Pencil You Chose was the Best One?"
(How many factors would they tell or thhow other stu-
dents? yould they have. other students try them out?
Would they ask other 'sudent ' opinions?) _

This is not the only possible meth of scoring".Pencil -Problem ' .

responses,' howeVer: an fact, other methods, would probably be more
appropriate for diagnostic uses of the instrument. To date there has
not been .an adeghate 'opportunity to explore other scoring.-methods, and, -..,,

'-: users of the Pencil Problem wrI need to determine -a method-Which is
appropriate for, their purposes.

*- '41



PENCIL PROBLEM SCRIPT

Start tape. HELLO. MY NAME IS (name) .. WHAT AlkE YOUR NAMES?

Write full names and
ages onglobseryer's.
sheet.

Ask each student.

AND. HOW OLD ARE YOU?

. A .

I AM INTERESTED IN.HOW STUDENTS'aOLM PROBLEMS-.' HERE
. ,

IS THE. PROBLEM WE WILL',BE:-TALKIgG:ABO&T.

YOURA,RiNCIRAL,Cname}, IS GOING TO SPEND -a10 -016--76, BUY.

PENCILS -FOR YOU AND OTHER STUDENTS TO USE. "Tit PROBLEM.
.r,

.

IS WHICH PENCIL TO BVY:s!I'M ASKING LOTS OF; i/DS TO-100k.

OVER SOME
. .

PENCILS AND-THEWSAY, WHICH ONE.THEY.THINK

(principal's name) SHOULD.BUY.AND HE/SHE.

CHOOSES- WILL DEPEND-ON THE-ADVICE YOU GIVE HIM/HER.

BEFORE YOU TRY TO DECIDE ON A PENCIL, LET ME ASK YOU THIS.

-!

.

--DOYOU THIN KIDS CAN GIVE (principal's nome) GOOD'ADVICE-
.

ABOUT WHICH ENCIL 70 BUY? V,I? LIKE TOHEAR,WHAT EACHOF

YOU THINK; SO.I'LL. ASK EACH:OP'YOU7
. . .

DO YOU THINK KIDS-CAN.GIVE (principal's. name) GOOD 'ADVICE..
. .

ABOUT WHICH PENCIL TO Bpr,-name)?. WHY-DO-YOU THINK

SO?

Ask each-student. O.K., NOW, HOW WILL YOU DECIDE ON.APENCIL, Inamer?.c.

NOW TAKE SOME TIME TO LOOK OVER THE PENCILS. THINK OUT

WHAT (principal's name) WILL WANT TO KNOW. r'ITEN,DECIDE.,,

WHICH PENCIL YOU THINK (principal's name) SHOULD SPEND
ctt

$10.00 ON, AND. WHY?

Point to pencils.. HERE ARE THE SIX KINDS HE/SHE IS THINKING ABOUT.

Point to prices. HERE IS HOW MUCH EACH KIND COSTS.

YOU CAN'USE ANY-OF-THE THINGS ON THE TABLE. YOU CAN WORK -.

SEPARATELY OR TOGETHER ---:WHICHEVER YOU WANT--BUT0! YOU DON'T.
4

HAVE TO AGREE ON THE SAME PENCIL. IT'S O.K. TO TALK WHILE.

YOU'RE WORKING WITH THE PENCILS. SO GO AHEAD AND TAKE A

FEW MINUTES TO DECIDE.

4



(RecOrd students" actions on obserVer4s form. It''sest ifyOu Seem to be
readingv:Wri-ting, etc, Wait until the. students seem. to have finished escam=

Aming the peircils before proceeding with the questions.),'

4,HAVE YOU:FINISHED?. 0.K.T.,NOW-I.,WANT,;TO ASK EACH OF You

'WHICH PENCIL YOU THINK (principal arne) SHOULD BUY AND

Ask each student..
_ .

WHICH PENCIL DO YOU THINK jprincipal'Sname) SHOULD BUY,

-(name) ?. . WHY. DID-YOU DECIDE ON THATONE?

. .GiVel'AdVice-to JD NOW WE. HAVE TO LET (principal's mame) KNOW WHION'PENCIL-
Principal" shee to. -

each_student.- YOU THINK HE/SHE SHOULD BUY'AND WHY, SO WHY DON'T YOU

WRITE DOWN YOUR IDEAS:ON TilESE SHEETS.

top Part. - CHECK OFF. WHICH Pi IL YOU CHOSE UR HER5E.

bOttom part: THEN WRITE WHY OU CHOSE' THAT ONE DOWN HERE. YOU DON'T

RAVE7TO WRITE SEN ENCE6:,YOLT CAN JUST LIST YOUR. IDEAS;

AND YOU DON'T HAVE TO FILL UPTHE TATRIME PAGE. WRITE YOUR

_Collect "Advice to
:..Principala sheet-.
Ask each student. NOW, LET ME ASK YOU:THIS- :'Howlwpti.D'.yOu TRY.TO.CONVINCE

. ..
,.

, ., -
' '

OTHER STUDENTSTHAT7THE_PENCIL YOU.CHOSE. WAS THE BEST.
. .

N__ . ,. ,

ONE (name)01-

'NAME7,AT-THE BOTTOM...

Display' -NOW, ONE LAST THING. THERE'S'A DIFFERENT PROBLEM.
and $10.00 sign.

.

(principal's-name) IS' SO. INKING ABOUT BUYING $10.00

WORTH OF ERASERS FOR STUDENTS TO USE. THESE ARE THE KINDS

THAT HE/SHE IS THINKING, ABIput. 'WE.DON'T HAVE TIME NOW FOR

YOU TO TRY TO CHOSE ONE, BUT IF YOU HAD AS MUCH TIME AS

YOU WANTED, s"

Ask each student. WHAT WOULD YOU DO TO DECIDE WHICH. ERASER HE/SHE SHOULD
-CS

1 BUY, (name)?
:111

YOUR IDEAS HAVE BEEN A BIG KELP,. YOU SHOULD. BE HEAR-
,

I.Np ABOUT THEENCILS IN A COUPLE OF:DAYS.-7JHANK YOU.j.VE

111
c

CH:

9
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Which-Pencil To Buy:'

Dixon Ticonderoga #2 5/10. E.4 .'Eberhard Faber MONGOL IF

2. ixbn Ticonderoga #2 .05. Eberhard Faber' MON61 #2

n-Rite IF El 6, Eberhard Faber #2

rlirny That Pepcll

.4

O

s

0

0

ong. SIT aie
/J j
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.



. PENCIL PROBLEM OBSERVER'S SHEET SCH L DATE TIME -

. TAPE' #

NAME:

AGE:

Apprx.-No. written with

Apprx. No. erased with

Apprx. No. sharpene'd

What he/she wrote:

name(s)

es;.

ctures

umbers.

other writing (specify)

Other "investigations"

calculating

dropping.

flexing penCils

meiOsuring (whit & how)

other (specify) ,

,

NAME:

AGE:

Apprx: No: written with

Apprx. No. erased with

Apprx. No/sharpened
1

What he/she wrote:

name(s),

lines,'

pictures.

numbers

other writing (speti,£y).

Other "investigatIone,

calculating

dropping

flexing pencils

measuring (what & how)

other .(specify),

AGE:

Apx. No. written with

No. erased with

Apprx. No.Isharpened

What, he/she wrote:.

,name(s)

lines

_pictures

numbers.

other'writing (specify)

Other "investigation

'talculating

dropping .

AfleXing pencils1/4

measuring (what & how)

.

other (specify)

,
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. TAPE STUDENT'S ximil

RESPONSES TO: 'DO YOU TEE KIM CAN GIVE; (principal) GOOD ADVICE ABCCT MCI! PENCIL TO BUY-

I. Yes

2. No

3. -7t depends /maybe

"YES7 REASONS :

4. -Kids:use/Write/work with pencils

5. Kids need pencil's-

6. Kids'wentilike pencil

.. Kids knwsBout.pencils

I. Kids have more/better ideas/are

!Mart

, Kids can find. out/think.of...

10. Kids can tell/showprincipal

Principal needs/vould like advice

12.' :Principal might get wrong pencil

-13. Kids want tb:give advice

(14...Some.penciisbreak/feel 14dfare

too dark/lightlthiCk/thin/etc.

"NO" REASONS

1. Principal is buying so be/she

'should decide

2. Principal would know,about price

3. :1,1swouldehoOse4iffeett pencil

than principal

4. Kids would choosewrong pencil

5. ,Kids would spend too much

6: Kids argue too much

"ITDr/ENDS/MAYBE" REASONS

7. Depends on kids' age .

8. Depends on iidirtperience

,9. Depends on how smart they are

10. Depends on the pencil'',

OTHER REASONS

Different kids like different pencils'

2. If principal gives the to us, we vonsl.

have to buy them "
.

3. I have some of the pencils.

4. f don't know tot sure, etc.

5. Unintelligible)

I.



4.

STUDENT'S NAME

RESPONSES TO: HOW WILL YOU DECIDE ON A PENCIL'
9.

. .

FIRST PHRASE

1.;,. I'd choose/pick/take/decide on the

o one that:..

(No verb)'The one thO/If it/How

It egends on...

I'd see /find /look fog one that/
which. t. .

I'd seetrindout

I'd see/find out how

I'd see/find\out/look at what it

I like....:

9.., I'd write With them/use them

1; I'd sharpen '

11.. I'd eraaewith them

12". I'd measure them.

13. I'.dbendllthem I

14. I'd hold them/feel them

15. I'd ask other kids.:.

'I'd try-them but/test them

17. I'd 16ok. them over

SECOND PHRASE

1. Writes/works

2. Writes/works well/good/best/nice%

5

3. Writes dark

4. Writes light r

5. Writesmedium/nOt too light or

6. Writes smooth/doesn't scratch

7. Writes easy

8. Writes neat

9. Writes rilsill/thta

10. Sharpens

11. Sharpens well /good /best

dark.

12'. Sharpens without. breaking lead

13. Sharpens without chewing up wood

14. Erases

15 -Erases well/good/best/has a good

eraser

16. ,as a big eraser

.17. Erases clean

;16... Erases without crumbs

19. ,Erases without tearing paper

20. Costs

21. Costs less/cheapest/lowest

22. Costs more4expensive

23. Costs 80

Costs 15 . 0

/

ale.

83-

MORE SECOND PHRASES

1. Has a'good lead

2. Has a'#2 lead

3. Has a strong lead/won't break

7
4. Is good/right sate

5. Is long/big

6. -Is thick/f4

7.. Is thin /skinny

. Pencil is strbilg/won'tbreak/von't bend

9. Has good wood

10. Pencil lasts long

11. Feels good/is comfortable 4 "

2. Is pretty/lopks gookhas good color°

3. Is sharp

4. His good name

5. Is good quality

6., 'Is best .

RESPONSES

(Names a specific pencil)

. I don't know/sot sure', etc.

.'

):



1 Couto. isa: From

Maine f:

to

. ksioNsEs so.

PENCIL CHOSEN
7

1:'Dixon Ticonderoga #2 5/10 (medium)._

2. Dixon Ticonderoga #2 (soft)' \\

Green4it:e IF
, .

.

.

4. Eberhard,Faber MONGOL HF

'5. Eberhard Fiber' MONGOL #2
,r/

6. Eberhardlaber #2

WRIZING

7. Wrktes/works vell/goo0betier/best/

hic .

.6. Drawsytlligood/betteribest/nicer'

, 9., Writes neat

16: Writes easy

U. Writes smooth. .;

, .

12.1Doesn't scratch/dig-into Paper

13. Writes.small/thin/skinny

14.,Writes thick/fat

15. Writes light/not dark

16. Writes dark/not,light

.17. Writes heavy'

18: Writes medium /not to light or dark

19. Doesn't smear

6

'SHARPENING

20. Sharpens well /good /better

21. Gets a sharp point

22. Lead doesn't break'

13. Lead doesn't fall out,

.24. Wood doesn't crumble /get chewed

S'TUDEN'r S'NAKE

1 '

WHICH PENCIL DO YOU THINK (PrincliPal) SHOULD BUY, Al 'WHY?

8
ERASING

1.,Erases wt11/gocd/clean/good eraser

2. Eraser is strong

3'. Eraser is big
. 0

4. gaser is AtiVin We

5.,Eraser,doesn't-come out

Eraser doesn't wear down.

T. Eraser doesn't leave crumbs

8. Draser doeSn't rip paper/make holes

r

COST
.

9. Is.low/Cheap/inexPeniive/leSs-

10: Is high/expensive

Is U,

12. Is 15 .

13. Is a good'deal

LEAD

14. Has good /best lead .

15. Hasa #2 lead

16. Has strong lead/lead doesn't break

17. Has hard lead/not too soft

le Bas soft 'lead /not tOrhard

)9 Lead lasts long/won't4vear dolni.-fas

SIZE.

1. Is. good /right-.,size:

'2. Is long/big

3i Is Oort/SziU12.1

4. Is thick/fae

5. Is_thin/skinni

OTHER DESCRIPTIONS ABOUT PENCIL6

'6. Pencil is strongfyonstbreaihmalt bend`

T. Pencil i.aStslong/yon't be used.up'griitkly

8. Pencil, has.good wood

9. Feels good/is-comfortable

Is.Pretty/loais good /has good color

11. Fs sharp,.
.

good-nane,

13.:Is good 'quality/good/great

14. (Names bad things..about other pencils)

OTHER RESPONSES
lo -

15. I'm used toii/have used it a lot

16. I' like it

V. .91.

.
I don't know/not sure, .gtc..

18: (,Unintelligible)

a.



.

STUDENT'S SAME

RESPONSES TO: HOW WOULD YOU TRY TO CONVINCE OTHER STUDENTS 'THAT-THE PENCILIOU CHOSE WAS THE BEST ONE?

.' FIRST PHRASE

1. I'd tell them/I'd say...

`2. I'd show them....

3, 'Id cOmpare...

L. No first phrase.

5. I'd let them.,..

6. I'd.liave them/ask them to/tell h

to...

'It I'd ask them:

B. I'd see...

*9.'2' they didn't _1 e it..."

10

It

SECOND PHRASE

1. (about how it writes)

2. (about how it sharpens)'

3. (abottow it erases/about

4. (about its cost)

(about,its lead).

6. (about its size)

7. (about its feel)

8. (about pencil- .breaking)

9. (about how long it lastS)'

10. (about how goOB,:tis)

11. (about different pencils -- nothing.,

12: (about,

eraser)

13. Write/use/draw with it

14. Erase with it

15. Try ititekit

16. Look at it

17..Vote

18. Compar

19. Deci e

20. If/howAhey likeAt/what they think

of it
,

21. What they like /think

*L-.I'd try 'to convince th

42.',I'CaSk-which they liked

.*3. I'd compare

*4.- vouldn't mind..

OTHER RESPONSES

5. LiDn't knO/nOt tute,etc.

6. (Unintelligible)



RESPONSESIO!. WHAT'WCULD ja.* TO DECIDE WHICH

.17:: I'd choose/pick/take/decide on-the

plc

(No verbille one thit14 it/How

. ..
3.: /t dependl on...

'.4% I'd see/find/look for one thdt/
which-

.

,v

I'd see/find:outlif it
'

6, I.'d. see/find ,out how

T. out /look at

wEl4t1 it.

$. X like. :.

9. I'd.erase with them/use 'them

IO. I'd write.arid erase with them.

11.' I'd' measure them

12. I'd behd them

13. I'd hold Nam/feel them

14. I'd'ask other kids...

15 I'd iry them out/test them

16. I'd look them over

a

').
. .

SECOND PHRASE

1. Erases/works, .

2. Erasesjworkireil/better/best'

3. Doesn't smear/erases clean.

4. Doesn't break/crumble/fall.apart:

5. Doesn't tear peter/mike holes

, 6. Lasts long

STUDENT'S

°HE/SHE SHOULD it

1

7. 'Is big /long'

8. Is' strong

9. Is hard

10. Doesn't .bend. too much'

o

11. Costs

12. Costs less/cheapest/lowest

13. Costs more/expensive

14. Costs 250

15.
1.
Costs 350

04E SECOND 1161Sl

'1'. Feels good/is comfortable

2. Is pretty/looks gocd/haslood'color,

3. Has good name

4. Is good qualit.Y

5. Is, best

OTHER RESPONSES .

afspeCific eraser)

T. (Names'a specific eraser and.

.gives reasons)

8. (Names-bad things about other'erasers)

9. I don"t-know/not sure.; etc.
4

10. (Unintelligible)

t.

15



PENCIL CHOSEN'

1. Dixon Ticonderoga #2 5/10 (medium)

?. Dixon Ticonderoga #2 (soft)

Green-Rite #F

Eberhard Faber

5. Eberhard Faber MONGOL 9r

6:Eberhard Faber #2

WRITING

. Writes/vorks well/goolletter/best/

ldce

.8: Draws welllgood/hetter/best/nIce

.. 9. Viites neat'

10.-,Writes easy

Writes smoothh.

....12.'DoetnttScrat0;.1dip, drito.pa]Ser

Wtitc:-, small/thin/skinny

14..Writes thick/fat

15. Writes light/not dark

716:.Writes'darR/not light

17. Writes heavy

18. Writes medium/not too light or dark

19. Doesn't smear
.. ......

SHARPENING,

20. 'Sharpens.well/good/better

21. Gets a shar:p point

22. Lead 'doesn't break

23'. Lead doesa fall out

24.' Wood dciesn't crumble /get chewed up

ERASING

1. Erases well/good/clean/good eraser

2. Eraser is strong

3. Eraser is big.1

4. Eraser'.is put in well

5. Eraser doesn't come out

6.+Eraser doesn't wear down

7. Eraser doesn't leave. crumbi''.

8. Eraser doesn't rip papeVakehoies

COST

9. Is.low/cheap/inexpensivelel

l0. is high/expensive

11. Is U.

12. Is 15O

13. Is a gooddeal .

1.81

LEAD

14. Has good/best lead

15. HaS'a #2 lead

'1G. Has a strong lead/lead doesn't break

17. Has hard lead/not' too soft.

18. Has soft lead/not too hard..

19. Lead lasts long /won't wear down fast

.1. Is 'good/;igt;t size

.2. Is long/big

3. Is short/small

4. Is thick/fat

thin/skinny

OTHDESCRIPTIONS ABOUT PENCILS

.6. Pencil is\h4orteltoet briak/von't bend

q. Pencil lasts long/won'g be used up

quickly

8. Pencil has good

9. Feels good/is comfortable

10.'Is pretty/iooks g

11. Is sharp

12. HaS good name

13: Is good quality/

14. (Names bad t ngs a

s 'go6P color

d/great

ut other pencils)

OTHER RESPONSES

15:.I'm used to it /have used it a lot '17

16. I like it

17. I don't know/not sure, etc.

18. (Unintelligible)

t.



ADMINISTRATOR'S OBSERVATIONS '; Student's name:

WHAT STUDENT WROTE

a. Names.

2. .Linei .

3. Pictures,,

4
. NiiMberi..

lr

5.' Scribbles, sq ig
. . ,

6.-.

.

Word's,

77 'Letters

-8. Shadings

9. Other writing

19 INVESTIGATIONS

1......-Measured'lengths
If.

of pencils
i.,

with ruler.0 ...

2.. Compared lengths of,pencil'S

by sight

3.: Compared .sizes:orerasers

14. "Weighed" pencils. by, feel

./)Cbser:vad time to sharpen

6. Picked up and looked at/

examined details of

construction'

7. Pressed point to test lead

8. .Breaks lead

9.,:Smeared writing

10. Handled erasers

11. Calculating

12. Dropping

13. Flexing pencils

4

20

22. Written w/

Erased'w/
.

1



The auettionnaire on Attitudes Toward
Real Problem Solving \
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In deciding which student attitudes re most important. fOr-the.
1976-1977 research, the USMES staff'_.rev`ie a. number of inttraMents
used in previous rese ch EXig ing published ii;titrurtrrits,iiitd,,beerf.',S
revieweileaklieiY -th by the` USMES statf:Apd,by.th113ostOnjtUniversitir
USMES'evaluation s ff, but nicpublished;instrum4nt h 'd been found.
-which co ered the articular attitudes-mostigeliqvant to e USMES type
of re-A p blem so wing. -Howevbr, some of the items use by the USMES

in e 1972- 973 district implementation experiment in Lansing,
Michigan d by .th Boston University-group in their 1974-19evalua-
tion progr-.. sugge ted tdpics which' might be of interest.

Evehtually, the ,USMES Staff agreed'that four types.of attitudes

should be studieeih.the 1976 -197 .research: (1) attitudes towards
working on teal problems and producing effective solutions; (2)

attitudes toward group inveraction; (3) attitudes towards specific

probleth-solying activities (like working with nUmbers,:surveying,
and writing); and (4) attitudes toward USMES (for students with

-OWES experience). These categories of question6 were thought to:
cover the main attitudinal goals:of the USME3 programand also the
key attitudes which might affect the Students' motivation to get

fully involved in USMES ft'

The USMES reaearchstaff,:in consultation-With others: in the
USMESstaq. and with other evaluation specialists_at EDC, deVelopvd..,
a threeage questionnaire covering the' above topics, during the

- spring-and summer of 1576.:A:draft version ofrthe questionnaire which
\,.,

was galled ,the Questio aire on Attitudes towards Real_Probil.eM.Solving
(QARPS) was sent for rev =w to experienced USMES teachers and admin
i

---
strStOrs in.Iowa, Texas, d Minnesota. Their suggestions werein-
corpoiated in the fall ver ion of.the QARPS.

`THE ALE QARPS
-

- The fall version of the ARPS coribisted of two parts: (1) twenty
questions for both USMES and on-USMES Atudents, oh-attitudes toward
working on-real problems, ro pwork,,and specific reall problem solv-
ing activities; and (2) Alw n questions for experienced USMES.students'



-.,
a

0

on'attitua /(1.1toward..USMBS, 'front page-of the' questionnaire con-
.

. .

tained spacekfor irApntifi Ation information and directions .for stu-
dents. Asample,of thg' 'vat'letter which accompanied the fall

QARPS is-Attached. ,.
;;e,

- In the fall, thittytthree clasMk. (849 stuoihritS)iin grades -1

thraugh 6:of the four schools in the Student Study received the QARPS.
These hZasees .included most of the classes doing USMES this year-in
these selidois, although,very'few clasSes had begun.USNES Work at phe.',
time of, the fall QARPS administration;- in mid"pip. er,-Sndiseyeral`; -,...

other .classes, the same- grade levels in'the ,scools ViZtual1y ,a17L.'.6.::

students in ea Ass .filled dutthe.QARPS:
. .

r..

, ,. _.

.:- Inspection of the fall results showed that some questions were;
unclear, especially to younger.stUdents. These were reWorded,in the
sprIga:rsion. AlsO there_appeared_tobe some unnecessary redun-

v
daric some omitted topics.- To make up. for this some-of the fall

,

questions were replaced with new ones in thespring QARPt.°
i

THE SPRING QARPS
G..

The spring version of the .QARPS (attached) also con ned twenty

attitudesquestionS clp attitudes toward real problemsolving. Ble .COfthese:
,questions diontained minor changes of wording, and two Were stitu-..
tions for questions used .in thefall,: The spring version ,a o'con-

taite nine questions on.attitudes towhrd LTSMES,and c list on
psmEs activities; t is section Was intended 'for7USME udents'onIy:

One o these questi ns was a nor-rewording of a fall q st4On., and
.

three ere new to the spring rsion, No cover letter was,pi7pared
fora spring version,'since't was administered entirely by the
USMES research staff. -7'.

_ :In the Spring, thirty-Seven,classes(1,011 students) in grades,
2 through 6 filled out the QARPS-. The sampleof Classes was chosen:
to assure coverage of key variables in the Student Study. .

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY "
1

We have not been 451e to conduct technical studies of .the Instru-
-

ment, such as formal'reliability studies or systematic development of
HoweVer,-_we hIve examined several kinds of evidence about the

qualities of the- instrument. Noneof these types of evidence are as:
strong as we yisil.by themselves, but .they are reasonably persuasive
when-considefed.together.' They include the ob d consistency of
responSes on many items from.:fallto sprinw.and- airly satisfying
inter- correlations of responseifferent questions, roughly. as we
had predicted.

The positive reactions received rom teachers ed othersabout
the appropriateness of QARPS queStions rovides some reassurance about
the content validity.of the instrument. Responses to some of the'.

.QARPS questions also.show expected trends by age and:school.

±c

.-
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SCORIDp.AND ANAIXSIS'

For the Student Study'analysis, twenty questions on Teal
prObleM solving were combined into threescales corresponding to th -
three types of attitudes the-instinment was designed to meaSure7:-

Attitudes Toward WorlCon Real PrOblemsand4 cins EffeciiVe4Solutions-
4, (£3":- items)

"If kidA shoO.tfiat a change is needed, then grownr
--ups will go along."

,

0 "I figtre out what I'm going to do before I start
something."

,

- .

"lids usually can't come up. withgood ways to solve-
prob;ems around school." (Coded in reverse, e:g.,
"DiSigree a lot" coded highest.)

r

o "Usudlly-there is just one way to solve a real life
problem:." (.Coded in

,

n..reverse.) .
..

- .

, . -;" I' -like to cialseo things better otround -school. u _

.

411111ii;7I'ilink'I am good at soiving real life problems."

"As. soon as I think of ope.way to Solve a problem,

I doWtthink.abOut,other ways" (Coded in reverse.)

"I like working on problems that havemoiie!ihan. one

answer.", -

Attitudes TowardAsoup Interaction
(7 items)

"I like to work in small groups with other students."

"I like to help decide what we do in class.-"

I Like to work by myself." (Coded.j.,) reverse.)

. "If.I think-otherlkidS won't like my idea, then4I
keep.guiet about its. reverse.)

"I Itike to ask qu

I like to talk to other studenis about my ideas."

like to listen to other.stude talk abblit their

ideas."'

-



Mlb

Attitudes Toward Specific
ProblernSolving.Activiti'es

'(5 items)

"I like to write about py ideas."

. "I -like to -measure
life problems.""

"I like to .make c
I

I like to use

n1 like
think."

thingg when' it "helpf,s, solve rot

\
graphs that ow thing# .

numbers o solve real life problems:"

surveys o find' out what *Vther people

1St

These three scales- do not represent th'e\oklY way to analyze
,QARPS resultO% In fact.; for infortatal,, dlagnOVI.c purposes it may be
more approf,riate to' k at espOhses item by item for indlvidual
students and, using mans-, for the class as- a whole. To date there.
has 'not been time e other scoring meth* and .QARPS users
will Nant to inveStigat@' er procedures for themselves.

.
Responses to the ten .olnestions about- the USMES program (on the

back page of the QARPS) 'may 1o4p examined: item by -item' to reveal how
individual. students or the class as a whole is- experiericing. USMES.
Rqsponges to pagt administratikns of similar items fa-re, reported on
in Chapter V of the fourth edition of the USMES AGu.ide-:and may be'

used for comparison purposes.

S

ti
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COVER LETTER FOR FALL QARPS

...

TO: .Teachers and.othexs.who plan to use the Questionnaire op Attitudes
. toward Real. Problem Solving (QARPS)-

FROM: The:USMES.researih staff

a.

r
-The purpose of the QARPS is to asse48 some attitudes that may be

related to students' performance in solving "real problems".' lt is
-ilitendeibfor use both by teachers who want to examine the larogress of
t)eir own:Classes. and by researchers or curaculum supervisors who Are
stUdying the impact of programs to teach real problem solving. We'expect

- that. students in grades able. to read and fill Out the QARPS
fork on.their o u in grade 3 or below may be-able to fill Out
their'ovn respo ses if their tesstler reads each item out loud.

:.. The first twentyitems (pages 1 and 2) should-be appropriate for
bothJISMES students and students who have. done no bSMES work. The last
section of the QARPS (page 3). applies to MMES students only and should
be ignored when other students are using the questionnaire. .

StudentS should". understand that the: word " bj,em" as used in .this`
.

Ituestionnaire refers to. .practiCal, open-ended' --like trying to
_.._../improve'some siEultion to the schOol orOMM --not word problems or

workbook exercises.:For this reason, We suggest hat you, read:the a
"Directions for students". on the cover of the QARPS out loud before the
students begin to fill out the questipnnaife.-

. .

.

Depending on your purposis in using the.. QARPS, you,may.Want
the students provide more or -less bacligrOund information than is indicated''.
on the cover sheet. The infbrmation that-is :reqUested will be-most useful
for DgMES'sresearch purposes-,',and we hope you willinClude it in any data
thatyou can 'send eo.L.AS.(see Wetave not asked for stUdent11, names,,
since it often seems. best on this kind of questionnaire to let Students
remain anonribus. HoweVer, names or identifiCation numbers can be added
in a' blank part.0 the'coversheet, if yoil prefer. ,

JrCommen,ss and syggestions about this ','final draft" are welcome: In

Additiony'we.would tike to See what results you obtain so wegkcan Assess'
thensefulness of the :questionnaire. %We will be happy to compute tallies
and percentages for you (as long as our funding permits). Please send
comments,-completed questionnaires, or results you tally yourself, to Dan-
Cooper or Carolyn Atbetter at the USMES office at EDC.

I

.4.
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SPRING VERSION

.

.- .
...?::.. .....

...

Que tionnaire'on AttitudetOward Real Troblem'SbIVing.

Your name:

Your teache 's name:

Did yOb do-EISMES last year?

DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS:.

' We would like to knowwhatyou- think bout some things around.
school. Your answers will be used to try to.make some schr-11 work
more interesting.

Inside'there are some questions that we.yould' 3,ke-Y01.1 to

answer. -This is not a. test, there a e mq "right",answers..
We just want.to know how you Feel. .

: Each question asks if you Agree o disagree witnAomething
\other students have said. Here is an xample_for'you to try.'
'.''Please Make a mark throtigh the-circle that goes with your choice.:

I like to write storieS.

()Agree a lot

0 Agree a little

ODisagree.a little

°Disagree a

It may be ham to make up yollt mind about some auestions.
Just. pick the answer which is closest to howiyouvfeef.
spend . too long on any one question.

', Several questions are about - "solving probrems." They don't
mean math problems or probleftrs in work 'books. They mean real li4e
-problerts:,..1-ike trying to' make something you. do in school safer or
more'fun.
6

unifiedsciences andoOtathematics.for eleMentarY schools/edo/55 Chapel cc./;ewton/mass./02160-

If you have any question's, you should ask- them-now..

I

'
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If kids show that a change is

needed, then grownups will,go

along.

Agree a lot

Agree a ittle
Disagree a little.

Disagree a lot

2. I like to work in

with other students.'

°Agree a lot ,

()Agree a little

°Disagree a little

Q Disagree a lot

0."-

ps

3 I like to write about my ideas.

Q Agree a lot

()Agree a little.

0 Disagree a little

0 Disagree a lot

AL I figure out what I'm going to

do before I start something.

0 Agree a lot

()Agree a little

(2)Disagree alittle

Disagree a lot

5. Kids usually can't

good ways to solve

around

come up with

problems

school.

°Agree a lot-

0 Agree a little

Q Disagree a little-

0 Disagree a lot

f'

-o

6. I like to help decide what we

do in class.

0 Agree a lot -

Q Agree a Little

o Disagree a little

Q Disagree a lot

7.

8.

9.

Usually there is just one way

to solve a real life problem.

Agree a lot,

0 Agree a little

()Disagree a little-

O Disagree a lot

I like to measure things when

it helps solve real life

problems.

0 Agrde-a lot

Q Agree a little

o Disagree a little

Q Disagree a lot

I like to work by myself.

0 Agree a lot

()Agree a little

Q Disagree a little

Q Disagree a lot

10. I like to make things better

around ,school.

0 Agree a lot

Agree a little

°Disagree a ri-ttle

0 Disagree a lot

0 1977, Education Development Center, Inc. All rights resdrved.
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11'. If :think other kids won't like

my idea,, then I keep quiet about
E

it.

0 Agree a lot

C) Agree a little

Q Disagreea little
Di-sagree'a lot

12. I.like to ask.queStions.

0 :Agree a lot

C) Agree a little

0 Disagree'a little

0 Disagree a lcOt

13. I like to make charts and graphs-

that show. things I foUnd out.

Agree a lot

0 Agree a little

0 Disagree a. little.

°Disagree a lot
.1

14. I think I am good at solving"real

life problems.

0 Agree a lot-

C) Agree a little

C) Disagree a little

0 Disagree a lot

15. I like to talk to other students

about my ideas.

0 Agree,a lot

Q Agree a little

0 Disagree a little

QDisagree a lot

:

16. I* like tooase numbers to solve

real life problems.

0 Agree a lot

C) Agree a-little

Q DiSagree a little

Disagree a lot

17. As soon as I think of one way

to solve a problem, -I don't

think about other .ways.,

0 Agree a lot-

°Agree a little
.0Disagree a little

(DDA,sagree'a-lot

18. I like to listen to other

stud ats talk about their

ideas-

% °Agree a fot
0 Agree a little

°Disagree a little

()Disagree a lot

19: like to do surveys to find

G
out what other people think.

0 Agree-a lost

Agree a little'

°Disagree a little

°Disagree a lot

20. I like working on problems

have more than one answer.

0 Agree a

0 Agree a

()Disagree

()DiSagree

98

that-

lot'

little

a little

a lot



21: I think USMES work

is fun.

C) Agree a lot

Agree a little

°Disagree a little
°Disagree a lot

22.'I 'Link USMES" work
/

is boring.

.Q Agree a lot

()Agree a little

Q Disagree a little

0.Disagree a lot

21 Doing USMES is hard

work.

()Agree a lot

Agree a little

Disagree a little

()Disagree a lot

24. I aon't knothy we 27.

do some things in

USkES.

°Agree a lot..

0Agree a little
C) Disagree a little

°Disagree a lot

25. Doing USMES makes one

O Agree a lot

()Agree a little .'

°Disagree a little

0.Ditsagree a lot .

26 I think USMES work is

confuSing.

()Agree a.lot

0 Agree a little

0 Disagree a little

()Disagree a lot

I think USMES work is

important.'

()Agree a rot

°Agree a little
()Disagree a little,

Disagree a lot

28. In USMES it's hard to

decide what `to do next. ,

()Agree 0r lot

()Agree a little

0 Disagree
Q Disagree

a little

a lot

219. Iwould like to cia

more USMES. o

Q Agree a lot %.

O Agree a little-1.'

Q Disagrte alittle
0 Disagree a lot

.

30. When we do USMES,1 usually do these things:
ifPut a dheck next to the ones you usually do.)

work inmeasure hings

do surveys of peo'le

build things

ask questions

write about things
find-out

44.7.

we

edc

99

small groups

make graphs or,charts

do math

help d&de what we do

talk -about: my ideas

work by myself

Thank you.

.




